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A PUBLICATION FOR THE BUFFALO CAY COMMUNITY

FREE

"The Freedom to love whomever and however we want"

Loitering Statute To Be

Challenged Again

Community Center calendar

Open Letter About The
Center And Fundraising
Dear Friend,
A few months ago you responded to a
questionnaire about your views on the
need for a gay community service center in Buffalo. Your ideas proved valuable to us and we took them to heart. We
of the Gay and Lesbian Community
Center Coalition (GLCCC) are writing
you to give you an update on our progress towards establishing just such a
center.
We are pleased to report that the
overwhelming majority of individuals
polled through our questionnaire
responded strongly to the need for a gay
center comprised of both gay men and
women. Respondents indicated that
they wanted a comprehensive center
which would ofer a full array of services.
It Was a pleasant surprise to find that
more than 200 individuals broke the
chain of fear and signed full names and
addresses for our confidential mailing
list. The coalition's publicity campaign
will get easier as this list grows. (Please
ask your friends to notify us if they'd like
to be included).
With the gay community's support for
a center thus established, the coalition
has spent the last 2 months hard at work.
Our members presently consist of an ad
hoc mixture of individuals and representatives from groups. The following
gay organizations are members: Gay
Rights for Older Women (GROW), Mattachine, Gay Professionals, The Lesbian

Caucus of the Buffalo Women's Liberation Union, and the Student Alliance for
Gay Equality (SAGE). Around 30 people
participate and this includes both gay
men and lesbians.
We hold general meetings on the Ist
and 3rd Tuesdays of every month from
7-9 (not a minute later) in the meeting
room at the Westbrook Station (a new
gay bar) on Delaware & North. New
members are welcome at any time,
please come! The three committees of
the coalition meet at different times:
The Charter, Fund Raising & Space
Committees. The Charter Committee is
working on a proposed governance
structure for the center which is both
democratic and sex-balanced. The Fundraising committee is planning events
which will promote gay cohesion and
raise the funds necessary to open a center. And the Space Committee is walking the streets, peeping in windows, and
speaking with realtors regarding a spot
suitable to our purposes.

A gay center in Buffalo is really going
happen. You can help by joining the
coalition, or working on a committee,
conveying an idea, contributing money,
publiczing our work among your
friends, or by attending our fund raisers.
No time committment is too small. From
time to time you'll continue to hear
from us. We hope to hear from you!
to

UPCOMING BENEFITS FOR THE GLCCC
We hope you'll attend & bring your friends!
Dec. 14th (Monday):
7:30-10:30 p.m.
Skating Party at United Skates of America, 1551 Niagara Falls Blvd. (past the mall).
Sponsored by Mattachine & GLCCC (all proceeds to go towards a gay center).
Tickets $3.00 & skate rental $1.00.
Jan. 16 (Saturday):
Cocktail Party/Buffet at the Wilcox Mansion, 641 Delaware Aye. More info to be
announced. Sponsored by GLCCC.
Feb. 12th (Friday):
Valentines Day Sweet Heart Ball, Unitarian Church, Corner Elmwood & Ferry.
Bring out your gowns & tuxes! More info to be announced;. Sponsored by
GLCCC.
Feb. (date to be announced)
Film: March on Washington, Unitarian Church, more info to be announced.
Sponsored by GLCCC & Buffalo Women's Liberation Union.
March 6th (Saturday):
1-5 p.m.
Auction, Unitarian Church, Sponsored by GLCCC.
TO CONTACT THE GLCCC, CALL:
GAY HOTLINE: 881-5335
EMMA'S BOOKSTORE: 836-8970
or come to our General Meetings Ist & 3rd Tuesdays of every month a Westbrook Station (meeting room) Delaware & North (Delaware entrance) 7-9 p.m.
Thank you fro helping to make a new center happen!

By John A. Faulring, Jr.
The Federal Lawsuit filed by Mattachine and some of its members has been
placed on hold until an appeal of a
recent decision in Buffalo City Court is
followed up.
City Judge Timothy J. Drury has ruled
that the State's loitering law is not constitutional when applied to prostitutes,
but can be used to arrest gays. The
Judges nine page ruling states that the
loitering law only distinguishes between
married and unmarried persons. But
when the law is applied against a gay
man, "the fact that they are not married
to one another is secondary to their
being homosexuals and cannot be
grounds for finding the statute uncon-

stitutional."

State Court of Appeals Next
Attorney William Gardner, lawyer in
both the Federal suit and the suit in
question, said he will appeal the decision to the State Court ofAppeals after it
goes through the proper local channels.
"How can the law be consitutional
when applied to gays and yet violates
the rights of prostitutes," he said.
Gardner feels the law is in the same category as the Sodomy Statute that was
repealed last December. "The Sodomy
law was found to infringe on the rights
of everyone, male and female; straight
and gay; prostitute and average person.
This law.is the same in that respect."
The local courts had tried to deny
Gardner of a case that he could press to
the Appeals Court level by dismissing
charges or other legal measures
designed to prevent getting a decision
on the laws constitutionality. This case
provides that case.
North Street Arrest
The case in question was one involving Robert Uplinger and his arrest on
North Street on Aug. 7. He was charged
with soliciting an undercover vice
officer for "the purpose of deviate sexual intercourse."
In an exclusive Fifth Freedom interview, Uplinger told us of some of the
details involved. He feels it is important
for the gay community to know.
He says he lives in the Allentown area
because of its gay atmosphere. "I am gay
and want to be where my kind is," he
says, "there were many other gays, as
well as hustlers out that night. No one
that wasn't interested was being

hasseled."

Contrary to what most people think,
the police do not have to admit to you
that they are a cop. "When we first
started talking I asked him 'are you a
cop?' He said, 'what makes you ask that?
Do you think I am?' To make the role of
not being a cop go even further there
was a car of undercover cops that came
by and asked everyone to "move
along." The vice officer played right
along and moved down the street just as
everyone else did."
Street Cruising A Holdover
Uplinger feels that the idea of street
cruising is a holdover from the days
when there weren't that many gay bars
or places to meet. "Many gays that are

out now don't remember those days,"
he says, "it was when I was coming out,
so I know."
"Most gays look down on cruising the
streets as not being as 'good' as the bars
or even the baths. Many of the people
on the street are non-bar people. Or at
least they are tired of the noisy, smoky
alternatives offered in Buffalo." Uplinger feels that if there were more quiet
meeting places it would get some of the
people off the street. "Of course there
will always be a certain group that will
always be there," he says.
"In the days of few bars the vice cops
were in the bars arresting people, so we
moved to the streets. Now this law is
forcing us back intothe bars," Uplinger
states. He feels that neither case is the
full answer.
Prostitutes And Hustlers
When the Buffalo Vice Squad decided
to "clean up" the Chippewa Street area
is when the problem really got bad. "It
used to be just gays in the North Street
area until the cops forced the prostitutes
and Washington Street hustlers into the
area. Now there is competition for those
who are out 'looking for it.'"

The non-gays or those who aren't
interested in what is going on really are
not affected by what is going on in the
streets. "If you see that someone is not
interested you don't waste your time,"
he says, "there are enough that are."
This fact came out during the hearings
and trial. The court could produce no
official complaints from area residents.
Arrested
After he was informed that he was
under arrest, on the way to the police
station, he was not only informed of his
rights; but was told that he could always
"plead to a reduced charge" and to tell
all of his friends and gays to "stay off the
streets."
He said he was not frightened or
intimidated by being arrested. "I was
indignant, more than anything. It really
made mc mad to think that this whole
thing was going on," he says. His treatment by the arresting officers was not
rough in any way. They were just full of
advice on ow he could get out of the
situation.
Out of the entire group of "15 or 20"
people on North Street, many of whom
he knows, he was the only one arrested.
"You get to know the people there and
watch out for each other," he says of the
"regular" North Street crowd.
He says the vice cop was very friendly
and he was even introduced to others
that happened by while they were talking. They talked about many things during the 15-20 minutes that passed before
his arrest.
It was Uplinger that made the final
suggestion that prompted his arrest. "I
admit I asked him to do it, but why else
would he be out walking the streets at
2:30 in the morning." He feels that
rather than arresting him the guy could
just have said, "No thanks," and that
would have been the end of it.
Continued on page 10
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AN EDITORIAL:

The Year of the Gays?
As 1981 comes to a close one has to feel that it has been a year of
Coming Out for Buffalo's Gays.
A year that started out with the Sodomy Statute wiped off the
books. Another right won by us for everyone.
A year of a unified Gay Pride Week, no make that a Gay Pride Fest
'81 that lasted over a month. This celebration saw the coming
together once more ofißuffalo's Lesbian and Gay communities.
A year of the possibility that Buffalo will once again have a Gay
Community Center for everyone to use. The combined efforts of
men's and women's groups has seen that reality coming even

closer.
And also a year that saw another law dug up to keep gays on the
defensive, the Loitering Statute. And we saw a Federal Lawsuit filed
to question the constitutionality of that law.
A year that saw gay visibility increase in the local media. Gays
appearing on television, radio and in the daily newspapers; not in
negative ways as in the past, but as real people with real feelings.
Positive images and good public outreach by all sectors of they gay
community.

There has been the year of the child; the year of the disabled;
and now, could it be, that will see the year of the Gay?
If we do...it will be up to US!

In This Issue...
In this issue we have the latest update on the Loitering Statute as
it has been applied to the gay community, and new developments
that have changed the course of action.
Two new columns debut this issue. First, The Upper Rear Review,
that will cover the latest record releases for your listening plesures.
Secondly, The Invisible Wall, a column that will address some of the
problems and struggles of Gays that wish to remain within the
church proper.
The return of Captain Kink and the newest columns of all our
contributors.
Record and book reviews, Christmas gift suggestions, a review of
Pici and the entries receive for the Buffalo Buns contest.
Photos and brief run downs on Buffalo's newest bars for your

information.
A full and varied issue that we hope you will enjoy.
Merry Christmas and a very Happy New Year to everyone!

Speak

YourPiece.
"Nightlife in Buffalo
is a sampler's delight.

Visitors can sample a different restaurant
every night of the week for more than 5
years without ever returning to the same
place twice.
Spirits-on-ice were given the name

"cocktail" here (in nearby Lewiston). Furthermore, to have one or two is cheaper than
in practically any other city.
Montgomery's Little Harlem (still on
Michigan Street) was an important stop for
many blues and jazz singers including Billie
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Holiday.
Ours is the first Statler Hotel ever built.
Also the first hotel to offer a telephone and
bath in every room. (Slogan: A room with a
bath for a dollar and a half.)
"Over the Rainbow"
was
written by Buffalo's
/
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THE FIFTH FREEDOM is published monthly by the Mattachine Society
of the Niagara Frontier Inc., P.O. Box 155, Ellicott Station, Buffalo, New
York 14205. Published by and for the gay community with a circulation
of 2,500 monthly, it is distributed free of charge through any establishment or organization permitting such distribution. Subscriptions available at a yearly rate of $5 annually to cover postage and handling. All mailings sent in a plain, sealed envelope.
The presence of the name, picture or other representation of a business
organization or person(s), in this newspaper is not an indication of the
sexual preference of such person(s), organization or business.
THE FIFTH FREEDOM welcomes the submission of news items, articles, letters, drawings, photographs, poetry and shortfiction from the gay
community. Announcements and releases from gay organizations are
placed free of charge. Materials submitted should be typewritten and
double-spaced. We cannot return any materials submitted unless accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed envelope, and all materials are subject to editorial revision.
Deadline for the submission ofall materials and advertising copy is the
20th ofeach month. THE FIFTH FREEDOM reserves the right to reject any
materials or copy judged to be in poor taste.
Staff members of the FIFTH FREEDOM are unsalaried volunteers and
additional volunteers are welcome. Advertising rates are available upon
request.
Address all correspondence to: THE FIFTH FREEDOM, P.O. Box 155,
Ellicott Station, Buffalo, New York 14205. Telephone: (716)881-5335.
Permission is required for the reprinting of any materials appearing in
THE FIFTH FREEDOM. All articles Copyright 1981 by FIFTH FREEDOM
and Mattachine Society of the Niagara Frontier Inc.

JOHN A. FAULRING JR., EDITOR

Letters to the Editor
Reader Wants To
Set Sam Straight

I suppose that saying something like
that might sound a little strangeff it were
from a gay person, but I happen
I am writing in regards to an article coming
be
straight.
to
So all I can say is "Homothat was published in the August issue
phobia,
homophobia?"
what
on page 4 titled "Make No Mistake, We
Signed,
Are Different" by a man named Sam.
Bob
P.S. Best wishes to the gay community.
In the article Sam asserts that straights
and gays can't co-exist or at least that is
the impression that I got. I feel thatthis is Gay Brother Seeks
not true. I frequent a New Wave bar in Gay Rights In Church
the downtown area and about one-fifth
of the people in there are gay. It's not
uncommon to see two men kiss and
I am a gay Christian who is active in
embrace while the straight patrons look gay rights here in the seminary. I've
on with a live and let live attitude. I have been working on a local level here plus
even seen a couple oftransvestites there requesting from Rome a change on the
and no one seems to get upset about view held by the church.
them either.
I am interested in your work for rights
and the freedom to love whomever and
Of course you can say "Well those however we want.
New Wave bars are an exception," but
If possible could you send mc your
this past summer I was at Artpark and newsletter. I would be willing to donate
during intermission at the refreshment at a latter time but being under vows I
stand I saw two young men put their am unable to afford your asking price at
arms around each others waist and walk this time. However when I can make a
off to enjoy the night air and no one in donation to your mission I would do so
this high brow environment seemed in keeping up the fight for rights and
very interested either.
freedom.
Please pass my love to all the Buffalo
Now to take things a step farther, I
have gone into gay bars and partied with and keep up the super work. We're
everyone and seen the physical affec- proud of you here in Phila.
With many blessings and love:
tion between the various people there
Brother Dave
and wasn't bothered in the least.

The Fifth Freedom, December 1981
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The Aural Column

The Discerning Aurophile's
Alternative Gift List

.

READING MATERIAL
A subscription to an audiophile publication makes an inexpensive gift. Here
"It is required of every man that the are some of the major publications and
spirit within him should walk abroad their subscription addresses.
among his fellowmen, and travel far and
AUDIO. 1225 Portland Place, Box
wide; and if that spirit goes not forward i5318, Boulder, Colorado 80321.
in life, it is condemned to do so after
HIGH FIDELITY. 825 Seventh Avenue,
death."
\New York, New York 10019.
—Charles Dickens STEREOPHILE. Box 1948, Santa Fe, New
There are many gifts you can get for jMexico 87501.
friends and lovers who are aurophiles. I STEREO REVIEW. Box 2771, Boulder
use this term (Auro or Aural - pertaining (Colorado 80302.
to listening) because its implications are -|THE AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE. 1
broader than Audiophile. Not all my Windsor Place, Melville, New York
suggestions here deal exclusively with 11747.
audio equipment.
An unusual idea is a membership in
HARDWARE
Equipment purchases can be too WNED - FM in your friend's name. A $40
expensive but you may want to indulge membership entitles him to receive ON
your giftee. He may need a new AIR magazine which details all the AM,
receiver, but more probably, he would FM and TV schedules as well as presentappreciate some sort of gadget. A gra- ing news of Public Broadcasting. Call
phic equalizer will give him more con- WNED at 881-5000 and ask for the memtrol over the frequency response of his bership office.
Finally, consider keeping him
sound system than simple bass and treble controls. There are several models to informed on audio, via this column,andthe overall Niagara Frontier gay scene
choose from.
by giving him The Fifth Freedom for a
such
as
Perhaps an image enhancer
the $199.00 Omnisonix Model 801 which year. A subscription is $5. Call the Gay
enlarges the apparent stero stage. The Hotline at 881-5335.
kings of the hill in this area all belong to
RECORDS AND TAPES
The Carver Corporation. The $279.00
Audiophile discs are always a welModel C-9 Sonic Hologram Generator is come gift. The most prominent technolan outboard add-on unit which con- ogies now are CBS's CX encoding, DBX
nects via the tape-monitor loop of prac- encoding and digital mastering. Both CX
tically any audio system. The state of the and DBX require special (and mutually
art is achieved in the $960 Model C-4000 incompatible) decoders. Be careful that
Sonic Hologram Generator Amplified he can decode properly.
Time Delay Third Generation
On the other hand I freely recomAutocorrelator.
mend any entry from Telarc. They are all
For the power freak you might try a knockouts. Make sure his equipment
sound pressure level meter so he can can handle those cannon shots on the
measure, in decibels, how loud his or 1812 Overtrue. "Original Master
any other system plays. The $69.95 ADC Recordings," by Mobile Fidelity Sound
Model SLM-2 is small enough to be Lab are also generally excellent.
battery-powered and handheld. It can Any way you go on the disc issue will
even be used at a bar or concert. Besides cost under $20 per disc. The fine people
being a fascinating toy, it can warn when at Stereo Emporium can set you up quite
sound levels approach ear-damaging handily.
levels. One of the benefits of such an Pre-recorded tape cassettes are too
instrument is knowledge of how little expensive in light of their relatively low
amplifier power it takes to produce a quality which is due to mass-production
and high-speed duplication. Tape a few
large volume of sound.
It is best to shy away from subjective of your own records to give as gifts. A
taste items as phono cartridges and C-90 cassette will hold, in most cases, an
speakers or headphones unless you are entire album per side with a little room
positive about exactly what his earsIto spare. Use your friend's brand of
prefer. But maybe he's longingly lis- tape, and his bias and EQ settings. The
tened to a pair of $20,000.00 Infinity Ref- cost is that of the cassettes and your
erence Standards or the $5500.00 1 tender loving time.
LOVING CARE ITEMS
Mcintosh XRT-20 system.
If he is a radio fan and an antique
If you have clipped the Stereo Empocollector, why not try to obtain a work- ■ rium ad from the October Fifth Freeing old-time radio? Many have short- ■ dom, you can scarf up a free Discwasher
wave bands that are still capable off just for auditioning the Bang & Olufsen
tuning in the world. The Stromberg; turntables. Tell them you saw their ad
Carlson I bought for $35 picks up allI here and walk away with probably the
seven continents at different times off best record cleaning system there is.
the day. It is a constant source of enjoy- ■ Perfect for the shopper on a budget.
ment and all its cabinet needs is a littlei And a nice way to support an advertiser.
Lastly, if your system lights up his eyes,
Homer Formby's.
Perhaps your friend has complainedI ears and libido, invite him over for an
that his tape deck has not been perform- ■ extended listening session. The investing up to snuff lately. You can set up a ment is so small, the thought so loving,
deal with a reputable service depart- ■ the exchange so inviting.
ment whereby they fix and send you thei In closing, let mc offer my best wishes
bill. Most worthwhile shops will bei for the holiday season. Spend at least a
happy to do this if you give them a dep- part of it before a warm fireplace someosit. They, in turn, will furnish you with aiwhere with an equally warm
gift certificate. The rest will be history. companion.
A routine tweaking visit shouldi
include lubrication, head cleaning and
THE RED CROSS IS IN
demagnetization and alignment, a
NEED OF BLOOD FOR
record/playback frequency test, and
adjustment of both Dolby and recordEMERGENCY USE.
ing bias levels. The place I go is very
IF YOU CAN GIVE
thorough and will even adjust the deck
CALL THEM AT:
to the specific type of tape I normally
use. You can expect to pay around $50
881-7500.
for a class job.
By JOE SCHUDER II
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Cornucopia's workers are waiting to serve you
this holiday season. From 1-r: John Galbo, manager Robert Frank and Todd Hansen, Assistant
Manager.

Cornucopia: Village
Atmosphere in
Buffalo

Buffalo has a Greenwich Village type
card shop to visit for your holiday
shopping.
Cornucopia at 569 Delaware at Allen
has the largest selection of gay oriented
cards, magazines and photographs in
the area. They have just the right selection for Women and Men.
If you are still in need of the perfect
Christmas cards, they have them, too.
There are cards for every occasion, as
well as notes that are blank and can be
used for all occasions.
There are stuffed animals, plaster
statues, jewelry and pins and many
other items to choose from.
The entire staff is waiting to serve you.

Robert Frank is the manager and John,
Todd, Rick, Tom, and Louise are all
ready to help you with your selections.
They are open daily from 7 a.m. till 10
p.m. and 24 hours on the weekends.

Dan,

FIFTH FREEDOM
WANT ADS
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at North St., Buffalo. N.Y. 14202

Closed Monday
Tuesday Beer & Wine 750
Wednesday All Drinks $1
Sunday Tea Dance 2 til 7
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The Upper Rear Review

Christmas and Best Of
Albums Abound
By BUCK 'N BUD
This issue marks the start of the FIFTH
FREEDOM'S record review column.
We're Buck 'N Bud and from here on in
we'll be reviewing albums and record
industry news that is of interest to the
community.
Buck's musical tastes are definitely
toward the new wave with a dose of the
classics for relief. Bud likes quieterrock
and disco...or should we say dance
music or funk? with often disparaging
tastes and countless attacks on masculinity related to album selection, we
sometimes agree on a certain LP's merits. These are the albums we will be telling you about, along with those we feel
you may be interested in adding to your
collection. We'll rate albums on a scale
of one to five, with one being low.
WITH CHRISTMAS just around the
corner, what would be perfect for that
friend who has everything. A bottle of
poppers? A new cock ring? We suggest
the gift of music —something they can
enjoy repeatedly.
This year the record industry has a
variety of new albums to make anyone's
Christmas a gay and merry one. New
greatest hit packages out this year
include "The Best of Blondie," the
"George Benson Collection," "Doobie
Brothers Greatest II," "Pink Floyd and of
Brothers Greatest II," selections from
Pink Floyd and of course Diana and
another Barbara.
The new sounds of Adam and the
Ants, Earth Wind and Fire, the Pretenders, Prince, and Devo are out in time for
Christmas. Elvis Costello has a new
album of country sounds.
On the racks this holiday season you'll

also find new albums, for your more
conservitive friends, from Olivia Newton John and even that irrepresible
veteran, Frank Sinatra titled "She Shot
Mc Down" (and more modestly prices
that his last effort with a list of $8.98).
For the unusual, there's an LP called
"Hooked on Classics" which is a classical version of "Stars on 45."
Even such artists as Kenny Rogers and
Anne Murray have put out a Christmas
album just to get us more in the spirit.
Live albums released for the holidays
include efforts by the Jacksons (partially
recorded at their Buffalo concert in the
Aud.), Billy Joel, Bob Seager, or Ashford
and Simpson, the latter doing live versions of the hits they wrote for people
such as Diana Ross, Chaka Kahn and
Gladys Knight.
Here's our look at four of the latest
LP's now in the stores:
Gene Dunlap: "A Party In Mc" (CAP
12190)***.

Head." The songs are somewhat cliche
ridden but the instrumentation is generally sparkling.
Marianne Faithfull: "Dangerous
Acquaintances" (Island 9648)***V2.
Since Marianne Faithfull's first album
"Broken English" was released back in
1979 she had stayed pretty much out of
the music scene. But now she's back
with a newalbum "Dangerous Acquaintance" which is a must for any one's
record collection.
Though her new album isn't as powerful as her previous album, Marianne
still has that special something that is
worth listening to.
For one thing, her lyrics seemed to
have taken a different course. Her first
album couldn't be played on the radio
or in the record stores because of the
maturity of the language, but she's
changed all that and the album should
do alot better promotional wise.
"Eye Communication" is a gripping
song about two people who are having
problems but because they have no
communications their love is dying for
each other.
"So Sad" is about a person waiting for
that special someone who has left but
the memories still linger 0n...
Looking out at the rain
Looking through the storm
Treading the waves
Come in from harm
How could you regret your other
words
Hoping for thrills free as a bird
Other songs on the album that are
worth listening to include "For Beauties
Sake" and "Easy In The City."
Jerry Harrison: "The Red and The
Black" (Sire 3631)***
The Tom Tom Club: Same (Sire

You may remember this man because
of last years short-lived hit "Rock
Radio."
Gene and his assembled cast of musicians vocalists deliver an exciting collection of songs worthy of attention. The
dance tunes, "Take My Love," "This
One's On Mc," "Jam City," and the title
song all deserve club play. "Jam city is an
exciting synthesized dance number
driven with intensity by Gene's drum
playing and a powerful guitar solo by
3628(***.
Hiram Bullock.
Jerry Harrison and Tina Weymouth
"Something
Special"
The pretty
is
highlighted by the tasteful acoustic gui- play guitar and bass respectively in one
tar playing of jazzman Earl Kleegh who of the best and most adventurous New
also wrote the first single released from Wave bands on the New York scene
the album called "Something Inside My today. They have each just released
"solo" albums on which they both
expand and refine the Talking Heads
Sound While continuing to experiment
A Gay Christmas Time
with tribal rhythms.
Tine Weymouth, along with fellow
at
Talking Heads member & husband Chris
THE OUTRAGEOUS CAHD SHOP Frantz and a variety of friends and family
got together in the Bahamas and put out
a fun collection of songs under the title
"Tom Tom Club."
The album opens by asking "what are
words worth?" in the delightful "Wordy
Rappinghood" previously a big hit in
England. The song is as outrageous as
something by the B's2's and every bit as
fun with it's nonsense chorus of female
voices. The vocals are handled by the
569
Weymouth sisters but the main empha886-8664
(near
Alien)
Open Daily 7 am-10 pin
sis throughout the album is on the
24 hours on weekends
rhythms with much of the music having
an island feel.
"On, On, On, On," is an anthem like
warning of the strength in
song
Latest in TNT, Rockshots, XOXO, and Exposed Christmas Cards. numbers.
For a good time...listen to the
Cards for That Special Someone.
"Tom Tom Club."
Jerry Harrison stays close to the Talking Heads sound and delivers one of the
We have the perfect stocking stuffers:
finest albums of the year, "The Red and
Poppers: several varieties and sizes.
The Black" quirky and fascinating
exploring self control, change, and the
Lubricants: for discriminating tastes.
power of positive thinking.
Jerry uses many of the same perExcellent selection of gift items:
formers that appeared on the last TalkStuffed Animals
ing Head album including Nona
Hendrix, and Bernie Worrell from FunMagazines
kadelic.
The album is a musical advenPosters
ture blending many different musical
styles and rhythyms. In "Things Fall
Apart" he implores you to be ready for
And don't forget the hottest gift item of the season...
change because it CAN happen to you,
The Gay Engagement Calendar
be ready for change but still stay in control. Later on in "Worlds In Collision"
HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM EVERYONE
you are urged to "Go beyond your old
AT
obsessions."
CORNUCOPIA
All in all this album is and can be alot
569 Delaware Aye.
of fun at partys and should be played for
a good time.

DELAWARE
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Christmas Gift List
of Our Advertisers
The following is a list of FIFTH FREEDOM advertisers from this year that
might be of help to you in filling your
Christmas gifts with that extra little
something.
MARRAKESH, 140 Allen St. antique,
recycled and new clothes, jewelry and
other gifts.
THE FANCY FLEA, Thruway Mall,
Hummel, china, figurines and imported
gifts from around the world.
CORNUCOPIA, 569 Delaware Aye.,
cards, stuffed animals, jewelry, books,
magazines, pictures, gay periodicals and
much more.
EMMA FEMINIST BOOKSTORE, 2474
Main St. at Greenfield, A large selection
of Lesbian and Gay books.
TALKING LEAVES, 3144 Main St., Gay
Novels and periodicals and books of
general interest.
GLASS ROOTS, 95 Allen St., stained
glass products, sun catchers and
windows.
For something different why not try a
gift certificate for food at:
ALLEN RESTAURANT, 16 Allen St.,
Full lunch and supper menu with home
made desserts.
THE BROWN BAG TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT, 933 Elmwood Aye. assorted
foods.
THE YUMM-WICH SHOP, 832 Elmwood Aye., Natural fast foods.
For your holiday floral needs:
HODGE-BUNING FLORIST, 360 Delaware Aye., Potted, cut and silk and dried
arrangements.

MOTHER NATURE PLANT EMPORIUM, 712 Elmwood Aye., Plants, cut
flowers and plant accessories.
And to be sure you look your best for
the holidays:
ALLENTOWN STUDIOS, 67 Elmwood
Aye.

HEADQUARTERS, 152 Allen St.
HAIR THEATER, 25 Allen St.
HAIR RENEW FOR MEN, 221 Lafayette
Blvd., Williamsville.
Stero needs Can be filled at:
STEREO EMPORIUM, 3407 Delaware
Aye., Kenmore.
Everyone on the staff of THE FIFTH
FREEDOM wishes you the happiest of
holidays.

Mattachine Christmas
Party Dec. 20
Mattachine will hold a Christmas
party on Sunday, December 20, at 7:30
p.m. It will be held at the meeting room
of The Westbrook Station, 695 Delaware
Aye. at North.
This party will replace the regular
meeting usually held the third Sunday of
the month at the Unitarian Church, Elmwood and West Ferry. The regular meetins will resume there on January 3,1982.
Everyone is welcome and is asked to
bring their favorite dessert to pass
around. Mattachine will be providing a
non-alcoholic punch, wine and beer to
go along with the goodies.
Mattachine would like to have people
bring canned or dry goods to be placed
in a Christmas basket that will be given
to a member of the gay community. All
donations will be greatfully accepted.
It is hopes that everyone will plan to
attend and enjoy the pre-holiday fun.

SUPPORT OUR

ADVERTISERS
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The Media Watch

Gay Magazines: News,

Nudes and Lewds
By ROD HENSEL
Twas the issue before Christmas, and
all through the staff, the editor
requested, holiday columns with a
laugh.
Now writing this column, in the middle of November, on a holiday theme, is
no easy assignment, especially when the
request is for columns with gift ideas.
After all, what can I suggest? A subscription to the Courier? A video recorder?
I suggested in a joking manner that
said editor should arrange with one of
the advertisers for copies of all their Gay
porn mags so I could review them for
the holidays. Much to my chagrin, the
editor took mc seriously. So with pen in
hand (well, with something in hand anyways) herewith is a yuletide review of
gift ideas from the Gay media, courtesy
the FIFTH FREEDOM and Cornucopia,
where you can purchase most if not all
the items mentioned below.
BLUEBOY ($27 for one year, $3 per
issue. 6969 N.W. 69th St., Miami, Fla.
33166). The oldest and slickest of the Gay
porn mags, Blueboy wants to be the Gay
Playboy of the publishing world and
usually succeeds. The mag consists two
to three full color pictorial layouts, fiction and a sampling of news from Gay
bars across the country. While Blueboy
aims for a sophisticated audience, its
companion magazine, NUMBERS,tends
to be raunchier, with hairier models and
a slight emphasis on leather. If you're
not too familiar with the Gay porn mags A
Blueboy and Numbers are a good place
to start. As a gift idea, they aren't likely
to offend any Gay man on your list.
MANDATE, ($3 per issue, $29 per year,
Modernismo Publications, 155 Avenue
of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10013).
Mandate is, for this reviewer, one of the
all around best. The nudes are sleek and
masculine, the fiction passable, and the
articles timely and informative. Mandate has kind of an entertainment world
lean to it, often interviewing stars who
are popular with Gays though not
necessarily Gay themselves. Also does a
number of book excerpts from time to
time, and reviews of Gay porn films. Like
Blueboy, its not likely to offend.
IN TOUCH, ($4 per issue, $28 per year.
1316 North Western Aye., Hollywood,
Calif. 90027). This one is a chicken
hawk's delight, for you won't find a
nude in here over age 25. That issue
aside, In Touch writes in a humourous,
campy, breezy style you just won't find
anywhere else. That latest issue, for
example, featured "A roll in the hay
with an Irish stableboy" as its feature
pictorial. Another article, "The Sex Life
of Mermen," gives apologies to Ethel
and proceeds to fantasize on how even a
Gay man can enjoy fish. Porn star Kip
Noll, incidently, has been judged the
magazine's all time favorite centerfold,
so you can get an idea of what to expect.
It's a great gift, but make sure you're
recipent isn't turned off by young ones.
PLAYGUY ($4 per issue, $29 per year.
155 Avenue ofAmericas, New York, N. Y.
10013). This is the companion magazine
to Mandate, and the emphasis is off
entertainment and more on sex. The
models are still smooth and trim. One
pictorial essay told the story of a trim
young blond, about age 28, who rushed
to a clothing store just beforeclosing to
buy a very skimpy swimsuit. Alone in the
store with the salesman, a dark haired
fellow of about 25, he is urged to try it on
for size. "When the clerk came back,"
the articles continues, "he unzipped his
pants and let his big cock flop out. Darly
pulled back the shorts, exhibited both
cock and balls and fell to his knees. 'Let
mc have it,' he said. The clerk stripped

pants, shirt and shoes in two

seconds

flat." All this and pictures too. What, you
say that never happened to you at
Kleinhan's?
HONCHO ($3.50 per issue, $29 per
year, same address as Mandate) Honcho
is into leather. In its Colt Studios pictorials, in its fiction, and in its ads. An example: "Dusty was a mean pool shark
whose personality was as tough as the
still black leather he always wore. He
was used to having his own way and was
always willing to fight for the privilege.
One day in a filthy poolroom near an
abandoned warehouse, he challenged a
rugged stud who showed no signs of
fear. Dusty had finally met a humpy,
upfront Daddy who had the guts to fight
back." Although definitely leather,
Honcho does not really offend. Its a
good place to start if you think it might
be a turn on for you.
DRUMMER ($4.45 per issue. Alternate
Publishing, 15 Harriet St., San Francisco,
Calif. 94013). I passed this one around at
a party the other night, and it tended to
be offensive to some. Drummer is in to
leather, into bondage, S&M and water
sports. All illustrated, but all in black and
white. Drummer also has a very big
national personals column for those
into the scene. A recent issue featured
an S&M slave auction and a fictional
piece on golden showers, as well as a
layout on what you can do with some
rope and some hot wax. Its not for everyone, but a step up or down from Honcho.
FOLSOM ($3.50 per issue, 1309 Harrison St., San Francisco, Calif. 94103). If
you didn't like Honcho or Drummer,
you won't like Folsom. Even if you liked
Honcho and Drummer, you may not

like Folsom. Folsom is real S&M, mixed
in with Scat and Shower scenes. The current issue's cover story is the "ABC's of
S&M" and features shots of boot blacking, ass shaving, piercing, and a new
invention called dick farting (it's a five
step procedure.) Folsom has classified
ads galore that read like "to use my
mouth as their toilet, to fart and shit in
my mouth and wash it down with your
hot piss." A gift for truly intimate friends
only.
So much for the regularly published
magazines. Most keep their content
totally to matters sexual, with the exceptions of Blueboy, Mandate and In
Touch. In those three, you'll find a good
integration of matters sexual and a pride
in being gay. All three feature black men
from time to time, as the gay media is
only beginning to shed some of its racist
tendencies.
Other stocking stuffers for the gay
men on your list might include an issue
of Harry Chess, a comic book rated X.
Harry is ideal for the Gay man with an
uninhibited sense of humour.
Or consider Score magazine, and a
photo and story magazine of smooth
sleek models photographed in color,
and with hard-ons.
For jock strap admirers, pick up a copy
of Illustrated Sports. Not to be confused
with Sports Illustrated, this one takes
most of its photographs in the locker
room with scenes of sucking and fucking. Illustrated Sports is a magazine of
few words and many pictures, about 20
percent in color.
Hombre Scene is a Reader's Digest
size magazine full of hot stories and
some color nude pictorials of the soft
variety.
You might also consider one of the
small paperback books of the Gaytimes
Book Club. A selection from "Dock
Boys" reads "Please keep on fucking my
hot asshole. Keep on fucking it. I don't
want your cock to ever explode. I want

feel it forever."
SO AS WE pause to ponder the true
meaning of that socially significant
statement, let us remember that Santa is
indeed coming. Keep your chimney
clean and let the joys of the holidays
explode on you and yours.
to

Community
Center

Fundraiser
Planned

Monday December 14 is the date for
the first fund raising event for the Gay
and Lesbian Coalition Community Center (GLCCC).
Mattachine is presenting a Skating
Party at United Skates of America, 1515
Niagara Falls Blvd., just past Boulevard
Mall. The party will run from 7:30-10:30
and all proceeds will be turned over to
the community center fund.
Admission is $3 and skate rental is $1.
Tickets will be available at the door or
in advance at the following places:
Allen Restaurant, 16 Allen St.
The Westbrook Station, 695 Delaware
Aye.

Villa Capri, 926 Main St.
M.C. Compton's, 1239 Niagara St.
Bunkhouse, 563 Delaware Aye.
Marrakesh, 140 Allen St.
Headquarters, 152 Allen St.
Allentown Studios, 67 Elmwood Aye.
Tickets are also available from any
Coalition member.
Please make note of the change in
location from the past skating parties.
We don't want people to show up at the
wrong rink.
For further information call the Gay
Hotline at 881-5335.
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SELections by Sam

Being Real Has
Its Consequences

By SAM

In the last few

not one who has stepped so far out of

months I have had the the closet as to be in the next room! If

opportunity to make presentations there were only the innuendos and
about homosexuality and "the gay lifes- whisperings that "Sam is gay" I am sure
tyle" to three separate college student ther are those who would defend mc
groups in western New York. Two were and suggest that the detractor cut the
repeat performances at the college idle chatter, or at least wait until real
where I teach, and the other was closer supportive evidence surfaces. But I am
to where I live in Buffalo.
not an alleged homosexual. A very high
A technique that I have worked out percentage of the people I know
with one of my teaching colleagues is family, those I work with on a day-tothat his students forward an evaluation day basis, the people I socialize with,
of the session to him at the time of the those I am involved with on state-wide
next class meeting. By and large those issues, the people I worship with —are
comments are usually positive, but aware of my sexual orientation and my
there are those whose writers are still choice of affectional partner.
"very turned off" by the openness of a
I find it practically impossible to deny
gay person who "seems to want to push this significant aspect of myself in interhis lifestyle down other peoples' action with other people. And I am
throats." "Why can't they just live their quite certain I would not deny it even if
lives, and not have to broadcast the fact given the chance. Being a real homosexthat they are gay" is a recurrent (but still ual person has its consequences, and
minority) question.
sometimes those consequences tend to
The format for these presentations be negative. But in the greater number
has usually been the same—general of incidents I find the consequences to
comments about the topic of homosexbe rewarding. I share my story with othuality, sometimes relying upon what ers in the knowledge thatthey will then
reading the students have been have met a real, live person whose only
assigned. The greatest portion of the apparent difference from themselves is
class sessions, however, is devoted to the way he lives as a sexual being. While
student questions and my answering that is not an insignificant difference, it
them along with other guests if there are is only a difference. Vive La difference!
any. Sometimes their questions become
quite personal. As that happens, there
are bits and pieces of my biography that
I slowly let out with the intention of
letting it dawn on the class that here is a WASHINGTON, D.C—At least two
real, live person talking with them, not a "New Right" groups have recently
textbook case study, or a fictionalized taken a direct aim at Congressional supcharacter in a book, movie, or television porters of justice for gay people in their
program. And there is the rub!
direct mail fundraising efforts, the Gay
As I describe my daily pattern the Rights National Lobby has learned.
story includes the fact that I live in a
The so-called "Moral Majority," in
loving relationship with another man. In one of their numerous fundraising
that part of the discussion I often refer to appeals focusing on "the perverts," has
him as "my lover," certainly a term well- targeted co-sponsors of H.R. 1454, the
known term—if not universally national lesbian/gay civil rights bill, for
defined—by my lesbian and gay sisters constituent pressure.
and brothers. The student evaluations Their goal, obviously, is to induce
often pick up on my language on that "cold feet" on the part of gay rights
point, and the writers object and report supporters, both present and potential.
that they felt uncomfortable with my While no present co-sponsor appeals to
use of that phrase.
be near withdrawing support for the
Another "turn-off" from my life story legislation, GRNL has learned that a
is that fact that my lover and I have been number seem extremely uncomfortable
married and have fathered a total of five with the significant amount of mail they
children. (That fact usually unfolds in have received opposing the bill.
answering the question, "How did your Steve Endean, Executive Director of
families react when you told them you Lobby, urged those concerned with fair
are gay.") We have learned our employment and civil rights for gays to
response produces discomfort and even write to co-sponsors of H.R. 1454 to
near-hostility in parts of our audiences, express their appreciation.
but it is part of the truth of our histories, "While there are millions of people
and something we have not and do not who appreciate the courage and comintend to deny.
mitment of our co-sponsors, those coMy most recent speaking engage- sponsors are currently hearing only
ment of this type was just the other from our enemies," he noted.
evening. I decided to take a new Endean also pointed out that even if
approach to part of the session espe- co-sponsorship was not eroded by the
cially since we were operating within a efforts of the New Right, commitment
fairly large block of time. After follow- to the bill could be reduced if supporing my usual two-part format, I detected ters do not hear from lesbians and gay
a slight "put-off-edness" on the part of men in equally "significant amounts."
some of the students which I had not
In a related attack, another "prosensed earlier in the evening. With the justice" bill was hit by a little known
instructor's permission, I turned around New Right group calling itself "Public
the questioning part of the session. I Advocate."
asked the students if they found themPublic Advocate's direct mail focuses
selves thinking any differently toward on the reformation of anti-gay provithe topic or toward mc personally as sions of the immigration laws, and takes
their evening's speaker now that I had direct aim at Congressman Barney Frank
personalized the topic to the extent I (D-MA), one of the bill's cohad. While some indicated that was not sponsors...and also at Gay Rights
the case, others verbally and nonver- National Lobby.
bally acknowledged it to be so.
Representatives may be contacted by
Through such guest classroom expe- writing House of Representatives,
riences as well as in other parts of my House Office Building, Washington,
life, I have recently come to the conclu- D.C. 20515. Senators may be reached by
sion that I might have an "easier time of writing Senate Office Building,
it" if I were an alleged homosexual and Washington, D.C. 20510.
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The program cover for the recent appearance of PICI mime, comic
and entertainer.

PICI: A Triumphant Return
For Buffalo's Own
BY MADELINE DAVIS
am
a lesbian...in a heterosexual
"I
world, lam a woman...in a sexistsociety,
I am a northerner in the south, an exCatholic in a Protestant country, I am
promiscuous...in a monogamous culture, and...l am a non-smoker!" Thus
illucidating her understanding of
oppression, Buffalo native Fran Pici
opened her comedy/mime performance with consummate skill and artistry Her humour, an extraordinary
combination of slapstick, dry, cutting
intellectualism, and vaudeville, is the
vehicle for a fine political sensibility.
And that is Pici's power, an acute sense
of drama and a clear lesbian-feminist
commitment.
With her opening skit, entitled "First
Step" Pici shows a magnificent blend of
creativity and i.heer physical prowess.
The piece, depicting a child's first
uncertain attempt to walk, is performed
almost totally balanced on one foot.
Exceptional muscle coordination makes
this a first-rate example of one woman's
highly developed control over her
body. Not for a moment during the
show does this exquisite mind-body
control falter. It is highlighted time and
again in such skits as "Full Control," a
sophisticated, seductive marionette
sequence, and "Working Late" a piece
that runs the gamut from light satire to
violent, powerful wrath in motion.
A distinctive dramatic technique is
that of pantomime to instrumental
music, in which the mime uses a particular recorded instrument as her voice. In

New Gayellow Pages
National Guide Out
The most up-to-date and comprehensive guide, covering bars, businesses,
organizations, publications, & various
national resources & mail order companies, for lesbians and gay men in USA
AND CANADA.
The new edition will be on sale at the
usual GAYELLOW PAGES outlets, price
$8.95; or may be ordered by mail, $10
postpaid, from RENAISSANCE HOUSE,
BOX 292 VILLAGE STATION, NEW
YORK, NY 10014.
Available at Cornucopia, 569
Delaware.

a piece in which she "comes out" to her
parents, the rasping, plaintive, angry,
excited tones of a trumpet seem to
emanate from Pici's lips as her body gesticulates a range of emotions before her
fantasy parents. The two empty chairs to
which she plays are suddenly inhabited.
Her interchanges with the "parents" are
so powerful, one can see them clearly in
the mind's eye,criticizing, weaping, and
admonishing their brave and frightened
lesbian daughter.
Much of the quality of performance
lies in coordination and nuance. Throwaway lines like, "I have a wonderful relationship with my family, but I had to
leave the state to have sex!" embody the
poignant humour essential to the survival of many gay people. Even the slow,
precisely articulated, seemingly endless
stream of silly vaudeville graffiti, such as,
"Noah's wife was Joan of Arc" is delivered with such excellent timing, that
the sillier they are, the funnier they
become.
As the evening progressed one was
struck with the tremendous energy output on the stage. Not only does Pici
radiate vitality, but it is clear that she
brings to her act, the results of years of
disciplined hard work. Buffalo welcomed home an old friend with a great
sense of humour, and was treated to
seeing that humour develped intoa fine
art.
Thanks to the Buffalo Women's Production Company foranother wonderful evening.

Our Cover:

Santa's Coming!
Santa's coming...again! Our cover is a
repeat performance by the jolly old fella
in...black leather?
You go it. This was over cover last

Christmas. It was the talk of the town, so
here we go again.
Happy holidays and best wishes for a
very good 1982 to everyone from the
staff of THE FIFTH FREEDOM.

Gay Rights Bill
H.R. 1454 Introduced
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Brother Dave: Seeking
Religious Approval
By BROTHER DAVE
(Br. Dave is a Catholic religious on the
East coast serving the Lord as both a
Christian and gay person.
His views do not reflect the Church
as a whole tut only view a section of it
and is presented to help others within all
Christian and non Christian faiths,
understand their Christian vocation and
being gay and proud of the fact.)
Being gay and being Christian is not
an easy life, and is term by certain
groups impossible. But a great word to
all who have given up is that you can be
a Christian and gay at the same time.
What is the invisible wall that I speak
of? The wall is a wall that many who have
no right to judge or decide who is
worthy to know and love Christ place in
front of us to show us that being gay or
partaking into acts of bondage or S and
M, boylove or girllove as it maybe are
damned to the fires of the world below
us unless we place our hand onthetelevision set and send in 100 dollars to the
nearest office of Saving Souls or marry
and have 15 kids or come and become a
sister, brother, priest, minister or church
elder we are not able to save our souls.
This dream many would have us
believe is not true and doesn't hold
anyone from being active within his
own faith.
According to the National office of
Dignity in almost every town or village
we are faced with issue of expressing
ones true sexual feelings and in most
areas haven't the chance to see other
gay persons and sometimes end up married or faced with mental sickness.
Because of this fact I am placing my
self on the branck of the tree so that
others may feel .proud and place the

word guilt out into the nearest trash can
where it belongs. Now it took mc a person who came from the woods of Michigan to the citys of the east coast 5 years
to accept mc and who I am and be
proud of the fact.
Dr. Sigmund Freud stated in his study
of the sexual being: "That guilt can drive
one to believe he is not worthy to liveor
face Christ thus many times ends up
forming a dream world of empty hopes
and lusts."
Many who place themselves in this
way of thinking can end up in ending
their life.
We must free ourselves from the
chains of the worlds ideals and center
our lives on the word love. God loves us
all no matter who we are or what we
have done in our lives.
We can fulfill the word love in everything we do and say and become a active
part of the Christian faith.
A way we can both understand the
word love and to show wonderful relationships of the past is the Bible and her
are some areas to read and to think
about: 1 Samuel Chapters 18,19,20 The
story of David and Jonathan; 2 Samuel
Chapter 1 vs: 26- Davids love for Jonathan; Matt 7:12- Love; Romans 5: 1-18
Gifts to Christians; and 1 Corinthains 13
Love.
Being gay and ones spiritual life is next
months topic plus coming out as a teen.
Questions, comments and thought
can be sent to mc by writing in care of
the Fifth Freedom.
Address: Dr. Dave/The Fifth Freedom, P.O. Box 155, Ellicott Station, Buffalo, New York 14205.
May God bless you and may each
shine like a clear blue sky.

Buns contest. You will be the ones to
pick the winner.
All you have to dois send a letter or
post card to Buns c/o the paper with
your vote on it. The winer will be
announced in the January 1982 issue.
The winner will recieve a Buns book
and 1982 calendar as their prize.
So vote today for your favorite.
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RecordReviw

Chris Williamson Album Re-issued
(Originally released on Ampex label,
1971-re-issued under Olivia Records.
$7.00)
By Rosie L. Moher
This is the first of four albums
recorded by Chris Williamson.
"STRANGE PARADISE", "THE
CHANGER AND THE CHANGED", and
"LIVE DREAM" are her other pieces of
artistry, all on the Olivia Records label.
The intensity with which Cris Williamson writes is what makes her style unique and has also made her the best
selling artist in the women's music
industry. The strength of her voice, the
well paced background piano and the
symphonic string sections, (a little too
much at times), make for a well produced album. Cris's deep, haunting
meanings show clearly in all seven songs
she composed out of the ten on this
album.
The best written, best vocalized song
on the first side is titled "WAITING",
(written in collaboration with Lindee
Reese), which is a definite love song,
done with such a force you actually feel
its impact.
There are stories of love, tales of life,
songs with religious overtones, which
enables one to find something to his or
her liking. Cris is truly a versatile
performer.
The most poignant classic on the
album is found on the second side, titled
"ONE THOUSAND CRANES". It tells
the tale of Sedake, a young Japanese girl
who was burned in the bombing of
Hiroshima. Sedake had heard the Japanese legend that if onemakes one thou-

sand paper cranes, he will be granted
one wish. Sedake, suffering from her
burns, wanted to wish for world peace,
so she started to make the cranes. By the
time she had made nine hundred, she
was dead. But the schoolchildren of
Japan heard about her...and finished the
one thousand. This particular rendition
shows the uniqueness of her talent.
"CRIS WILLIAMSON" is a must for
those who enjoy easy listening and good
entertainment from a woman who conveys so much more than just music.

Bunkhouse
563 Delaware at Allen
The Bunkhouse, 563 Delaware at Allen is open
with Monday night for Country and Western
music, Thursday as SMUT night, and a Sunday
brunch and free buffet. There is a "suggested"
dress code after 11 p.m. of Western, Leather or
Demin to go with the theme of the bar. Everyone
is welcome to stop by and enjoy a full meal or
partake of the snack menu.

HEADQUARTERS
Slave Auction
Benefits Center
On Thursday, November 26, at the

Bunkhouse, Delaware and Allen, there

was a "Slave Auction" held to benefit
the Gay Community Center and Children's Hospital.
A total of nine slaves were auctioned
off bringing in over $200. There was a
variety of services offered to the buyers.
Cleaning, working out their cost and
companionship were only a few of the
benefits offered to the "masters."
The auction was arranged by the
owner of Bunkhouse as a community
outreach, into the gay and non-gay
communities.
A good sized crowd cheered buyers
and buyees on for a very good cause.
Thanks to everyone who attended.

For Your Hair and Head

152 Allen St.

882-2403

Tues. thru Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Evenings by Appointment

Your Liquid Incense Grocery
Store
RUSH-CUM-COBRA-BOLTGOOD STUFF & HIT
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Pornography and Silence:
Culture's Revenge Against
Nature
Susan Griffin, Pornography and
Silence: Culture's Revenge Against
Nature. New York: Harper & Row, 1981.
$22.95.
Pornography and Silence, by Susan
Griffin, speaks from transformed consciousness and experience-in-theworld, to language and thinking ways. It
Pornography and Silence encompasses
emotions shaped by reason, to cornfront the pornographic image—the illusion that tells "something essential
about...the mind that created it."
Susan Griffin exposes pornography as
the fear of bodily knowledge. A fear that
takes women as symbolic of those natural feelings and powers most despised
by the pornographer, because they
threaten the continuity and basis of the
pornographer's power and control.
Susan Griffin reveals pornography to be
the desire to silence eros. To destroy
women who re-present that lost part of
the soul which wills life, expression,
beauty, with natural power and spiritual
presence.
Pornography and Silence—the mind
of our culture (meaning), separated
from nature (matter). Spirit and flesh
divided. Not inevitably but causally.
"For pornography, in its intensified
mythology, simply expresses the tragic
choice which our culture has made for
us, the choice to forget eros."
Despite pornography and silence,
Susan Griffin creates a concentric analysis, embracing time periods without
regard for chronology. She reaches six
lives frought with meaning for our
own—Kate Chopin, Franz Marc, Marquis de Sade, Marilyn Monroe, Lawrence Singleton, Ann Frank —and
reaches among other lives readily anal-

Lambda Defense
Fund Receives Grant
The newly elected co-chairs of the
board of directors of Lambda Legal
Defense and Education Fund, Nath
Rockhill and Michael Seltzer,
announced today that Lambda has
received a $13,500 grant from the New
York University Public Interest Law
Foundation. This is one of the largest
single grants ever given to a lesbian and
gay legal organization. The grant will
help fund a major new project of
research and litigation against anti-gay
legislation and attempts to cut off federal and state funds to gay and civil liberties organizations. The board of Lambda
has selected Rosalyn Richter as project
attorney. Ms. Richter has been the Executive Director of Lambda for the past
year and a half. "We have to face the
reality that in this political climate some
anti-gay bills are going to get through.
We simply don't have the votes to stop
them at the lobbying level and will have
to challenge them in the courts," stated
Ms. Richter.
The project's first target is the McDonald amendment, passed by Congress
last summer, which bars the use of Federal funds by the Legal Services Corporation to "promote, protect or defend"
homosexuality in the courts. Richter
calls the amendment "one step away
from the Family Protection Act," but
says he is confident that it can be
-<
overturned.
The work of this project will be coordinated with Lambda's participation in
the newly formed national coalition to
defeat the Family Protection Act. An
advisory committee of major civil liber-

ogized through the power of six lives'
suggestions. The stream of consciousness is none-the-less ordered and sensible. As in the chapter on the heart, when
the analytic circle centers upon antisemitism, homophobia, racism, sexism...on the intimate polarity of the ideal
and the deviant, of good and evil...on
chauvinist idealogy that invariably contrasts "the despised (incapable, monstrus, defenseless) other" with a
"cultural achievement" of contradiction, ambivalence, fear and want.
This writing overcomes frustration
and grief, tempers the reformist and
informs protest. The writing is an intelligent, compassionate and uncompromised statement about knowledge and
choice. The writer speaks literally, not
figuratively, from the heart, the center,
expressing spiritural intent and its truthful realization: "And let us remember
finally that we cannot choose to have
both eros and pornography; we must
choose between beauty and silence."
The analysis, interestingly, answers
the (confused) requirement of the U.S.
Supreme Court that pornography must
tangibly harm to be subject to restraint.
Whether the court is currently susceptible to a psycho-sociological brief
remains to be seen. What is clear is that
Susan Griffin has contructed an ingenious answer to the civil libertarian's
lionization of the smut peddler. More,
she has re-constructed the crucial questions for future analysis and action by
those who deplore the mind debasement body destruction typical of
pornography.
The book is available at Emma, The
Buffalo Women's Bookstore, 2474 Main
St., 14214, phone 836-8970.
ties lawyers and faculty members is
being formed to assist in development
of litigation strategies. This project is the
first project solely devoted to litigation
strategies against New Right legislation.
Michael Seltzer said, "Given the
seriousness of the current threats to our
civil liberties, Lambda will pursue additional fundraising efforts to raise the
money necessary to sustain the
project."

Places of Interest
Given Library
Approval
For the first time in history, a gay
guide book has been recommended for
use in public libraries.
Places of Interest (gay map guide
USA/Canada) and its companion, Places
of Interest to Women, were described as
"amazingly thorough" and "recommended for all but the smallest libraries" by Library Journal in its review in
the October 15, 1981 issue.
Library Journal, whose reviews heavily influence the choices made by public
library acquisition departments,
became the first non-gay publication
ever to review a gay guide book.
The publisher of Places of Interest,
Marianne Ferrari, reports that orders
from libraries throughout the nation
have been arriving daily since the
review appeared. Libraries that have
ordered the books include the public
libraries of Dayton (Ohio), Providence
(Rhode Isjand), Bridgeport (Connecticut), and Glen Ellyn (Illinois) and the
college libraries at Radcliffe College and
Indiana University.
Available at Cornucopia, 569
Delaware.

M.C. Compton's
1239 Niagara St.

M.C. Compton's, 1239 Niagara St. between
Auburn and Breckenridge, is the newest of the
bars serving the Lesbian community. Men are
also welcome to stop in and enjoy the bar,
Dance floor and game room facilities. Plenty of
lighted parking. Happy Hour M-F 5-8, Monday 2
for 1 all night, and a Dj Wed.-Fri. and Sat. to play
your requests. Open daily at 5, Sat. at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at noon.

Legal Services Bill:
No Gay Amendment
WASHINGTON, D.C— ln a move the
Gay Rights National Lobby termed "surprising, to say the least," the United
States Senate completed work on the
appropriations bills for the Legal Services Corporation without including an
expected anti-gay amendment similar
to the one offered in the House of
Representatives by Congressman Larry

McDonald.

GRNL analysts speculated a variety of
possible reasons why the amendment
was not offered, but in thefinal analysis,
no single reason could be put forward

explaining this surprising turn of events.
For months —ever since the House of
Representatives passed an amendment
to their version of the appropriations
bill denying lesbian and gay male citizens access to legal aid programs —
Congress-watchers in the gay
community have been waiting for the
"other shoe to drop." But with the Senate's completion of action on the bill, the
amendment mysteriously failed to
materialize. GRNL believes this development could provide some momentum to kill the anti-gay provision when
the House and Senate meet in Conference Committee to resolve disagreements on the measure.
The Gay Rights National Lobby had
worked hard against an anticipated
Senate amendment through targeted
constituent pressure, mobilization of
strong supporters in the Senate, and
some legislative advocacy with "undecided" Senators. Steve Endean, Executive Director of the Lobby, was quick to
admit, though, that credit for the
absence of the amendment didn't completely belong to the efforts of GRNL.
"I'm not sure why, in all candor, the
amendment didn't come up—but we're
delighted," Endean said. "One factor
that may have played a role is the intensity of our Senate supporters, who
fought and bargained to keep it out."
Endean singled out Senator Lowell
Weicker (R-CT), floor manager of the
Legal Services legislation and a cosponsor of the Senate gay fair employment bill, for particular praise.
"Senator Weicker could very well
face a difficult primary challenge next
year from the Right. In that context, his
efforts were ever more outstanding and
courageous. He deserves our community's heartfelt thanks and a good deal
more."

GRNL urges supports of gay civil
rights to write Senator Weicker at 313
Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510, expressing
their appreciation for his continuing
work for justice.
While there was not a direct "gay
vote" on the measure, there was a move
by Senator Jesse Helms (R-NC) to throw
out the work done on the Senate bill
and return the measure to its original
House version (appropriation bills originate in the House before moving on for
Senate action.) The effect of that
move—among other things—would
have been to restore the anti-gay
"McDonald amendment." The Helms
effort, though, was turned back by a
vote of 57-23.
Although all of the 57 Senators voting
against the Helms effort could not be
called "Pro-gay," or even "pro-justice
for gays," it is—at the moment at least —
the only relevant roll call vote in the
Senate affecting a gay issue. Those wishing a copy of the roll call may write to
Gay Rights National Lobby, Post Office
Box 1892, Washington, D.C. 20013
(Please enclose 50c for postage and

handling.)

Koop Confirmed As
Surgeon General
WASHINGTON, D.C— ln a6Bto 24
vote, the United States Senate con-

firmed the nomination of C. Everett
General of the United

Koop as Surgeon

States on November 16.
After his recommendation for confirmation by the Senate's Labor and
Human Resources Committee last
month, confirmation by the full Senate
had been anticipated by analysts at the
Gay Rights National Lobby, so the action
by the Senate came as no surprise.
•GRNL Legislative Assistant Susan F.
Green, who monitored the nomination,
cited Koop's remarks that the gay movement is an "anti-family" phenomena as
a clear indicator of his views. Those
remarks, couple with the Surgeon General's role in mental health, chemical
dependency and veneral disease, as well
as a key "linchpin" role on jmmigration
policies. Administration officials sought
to allay fears of a wide variety of persons
by limiting Koop's official responsibilities.
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Legal Problems For Those
Who Like To Cross Dress
The following questions are design to
S)Q: What are the penalties for somehelp those in the gay community, and one who is cross-dressed for a) Not dis-

non-gays too, who wish to cross-dress.
They are meant to be a guideline and are
not to be taken as official police policy.
1) Q: Can any action be taken against
a cross-dresser if he or she is "read"
(discovered to be someone impersonating someone of the opposite sex) in
public and a complaint is made?
A: No, not legally.
2) Q: Are there any laws governing a
person going into and/or using the lavatory facilities designated for individuals
of the opposite sex?
A: Maybe, due to tresspassing laws.
3) Q: What are the regulations (if any)
of someone going into a clothing store
designated for individuals of the opposite sex with the expressed wish of trying
on and purchasing clothing for
themself?
A: None, as far as known.
B) Q: Can the salesperson (or owner)
refuse to allow the prospective purchaser to try on the clothes and/or
refuse to sell them to the buyer?
A: Yes.
4) Q: Would someone inviting
another to their abode for the expressed
purpose of cross-dressing fall in any
way, shape, or form under the "sexual
solicitation" laws even if there is no
expressed desire for sexual interaction?
A: Probably not.

Foreign Lesbian
Bill Defeated

WASHINGTON, D.C —Zenaida
Rebultan merely wanted to join her
family. This was a simple request...or so
she assumed. Unfortunately for
Zenaida, though, her mother, father,
and brothers had left their Philippine
homeland to immigrate to the United
States—the so-called "land of the free."
While the majority of potential immigrants into this country consider this a
positive step—as, no doubt, does the
Reboltan family —Zenaida came face to
face with a minor hurdle many people
do not have to confront. Zenaida is a
lesbian, and her sexual orientation
alone—coupled with this country's antiquated immigration laws—have kept
the Rebultan family apart.

closing his or her true gender when
asked by a law officer, b) Giving a false
name to the questioning law officer.
A: You may refust to give your name,
but you can not give a false name. Sex, is
not known.
6) Q: Are there any laws concerning
someone using a false name (pen name)
through the mails where the intent is
not in the direct act of commission of a
crime?
A: No.
7) Q: What are the laws concerning
minors and cross-dressing?
A: Not sure as to possible problems.
8) Q: Are there any legal dangers of
going to Canada while cross-dressed for
a U.S. citizen coming from N.Y.?
A: Denial of entry.
9) Q: Are there any legal dangers of
coming into N.Y. from Canada while
cross-dressed for a U.S. citizen?
b) For a Canadian citizen?
A: None, except being detained and
questioned and Denial of entry.
These are a few questions that I
thought may effect the daily lives of
cross-dressers in our locality, I hope that
I have covered the major ones aside
from the actual legal question of crossdressing in N.Y. State.
Tina Jordan
of the Transvestite Support Group.

The Rebultan case clearly demonthe lie of equating "anti-gay"
with "pro-family." In a letter to Senator
Alan Cranston (D-CA) —to whom the
Rebultan family had appealed for assistance in aiding Zenaida's entry into this
country—her brother noted that his
mother often cries herself to sleep at
night because she cannot be with her
only daughter—a victim of anti-gay
strates

prejudice.

Senator Cranston has introduced private legislation—a bill affecting only
Zenaida's case —in two consecutive sessions of Congress. For the second time,
Cranston's bill (S. 157) has been frustrated by objections from "conservative" Senators.
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History
Lambda
The
of

This article first appeared in the
October 1980 issues of THE FIFTH FREEDOM. It has since been published in
various papers across the country.
It is reprinted here as an educational
service to our readers.

Lambda, the eleventh lower-case letter of the Greek alphabet, is the forerunner of our letter "L." Originally, the
letter was a picture symbol for the scales
often seen being carried by the figure of

Justice.

With the passage of time, the lambda
bore less of a visual resemblance to a
scales, and its meaning became more
abstract in that it came to represent the
concept or qualities of balance.
The Greeks believed that balance was
a reconciliation between twoopposites,
and as such was not a stable state but
one needing continuous adjustment.
Finally, due to the influence of Greek
philosophy, the lambda emerged as it
appears in modern day form; the small
hook was added to the base of the letter
to indicate (1) that some form of action
was necessary to bring about a state of
equilibrium, and (2) that constant action
was necessary to maintain that state
once it had been achieved.
The ancient Spartans adopted the
lambda as a symbol of their unity. Worn
as a logo on their shields, it signified the
special balance which they felt must
exist between an individual and the
State. They believed that the demands
of society shoud never interfere with
each person's right to be totally freeand
independent.
They also thought that each individual
must be bound to society only by individual choice and desire. But, each Spartan recognized that only in a common
bond could they hope to preserve their
existence as a free and equal people. As
Rome rose to power and conquered the
then known world, the Romans borrowed many things of value from the
Greek culture. Among these was the

lambda!

Owing to the fact that the Romans saw
the overall shape of the lambda as suggestive of a flame, it was used as the
symbol for "lampas"-their Latin word
for torch. In our day, scientists seeking a
symbol for the wavelength of lights (to
set up an equation) drew on the historical past and the lambda, because of its
connection with the torch, was chosen.

In the sixties, when the quest for gay
liberation began to emerge as an organized movement after the famous
Stonewell riots, the lambda was selected
as a gay symbol because of its famous
historical associations.
Previously, symbolizing justice;
balance and the reconciliation of opposites; unity and the relationship of man
and his society; freedom, equality and
independence of the individual; and
light— the lambda had those qualities
which best represented the objectives
of gay people. As acceptance of the
lambda became more widespread and
its popularity grew, use of the symbol
spread rapidly across the United States.
The lambda's most recent historical
association —with light—began to take
on an added meaning, one of a social
nature. As a symbol for gay people, the
lambda has come to represent the "light
of knowledge shed into the darkness of
ignorance" and promises hope of a new
future, with dignity, for gay men and
women everywhere.
Today, the lambda is recognized as a
unique symbol for gay rights; for sexual
liberation; for justice and enlightenment; as well as for a needed balance in
acceptance of differences by and within
all humanity.
Reprinted from a poster.

Done in the hopes that we won't just
wear, or get a symbol attached to something we ascribe to, without knowing
what the history and current meaning is
being attached to it. This goes for more
abstract language labels, too. When we
call ourselves gay, lesbian, white, black,
Protestant, Catholic, Atheist, Agnostic,
Republican, Democrat, butch, macho,
nelly, queen, dyke, active, passive,
chicken hawk, faggots or what ever we
can think of as a new label, let us really
think what we feel that describes and
see if we want to have that attached to us
in any way. Or if we really want to pur
that type of label on others. Think about
it!!

New Book On Nazis
One of the last and most important
untold stories of the horrors of the Nazi
death program revealed in The Nazi
Extermination of Homosexuals
new
from Stein and Day.
They called itthe"pinktriangle." And
n was, in its way, as infamous as the
yellow star. It meant "homosexual," and
was worn by thousands upon thousands
of gay Europeons—men of all ages, ethnic groups, religions and creeds—as
they rotted away in Nazi concentration
camps.
The Nazi Extermination of Homosexuals by Frank Rector (Sept. 30, $14.95)
breaks the silence that has surrounded
ths provocative issue. The brutal suppression of homosexuals by the Nazi
regime has been acknowledged in the
past, but only through a smokescreen of
fiction. With the help of privileged
interviews with Third Reich gays who
survived, Mr. Rector discloses the reality
of concentration camp infamy: young
men being whipped and raped by
guards, "Doll Boy" brothels found in
every camp, and medical experiments

-

Westbrook Station
695 Delaware at North
The Westbrook Station, 675 Delaware Aye. at
North is now open servings lunches, dinnersand
a snack menu. There is free off street parking on
North accross from the Howard Johnson's parking lot. There will be live jazz piano in the dining
room as wellas the music at the bar itself. Closed
Monday, Tuesday Beer & Wine 75<t, Wednesday
all drinks $1 and Sunday Tea Dance from 2 til 7.

Examines Gays

that involved chopping off homosexual's arms and legs, without anesthesia, in
order to study the effects of combat
wound shock.
Rector also examines the relationship
between the gay scene in Germany in
the late 1920s and early '30s, the preHitler youth movements (which were
intensely homoerotic), and the appearance of the S.A., Hitler's first storm
troopers, headed by the notoriously gay
Ernst Roehm. The bloody purge of the
S.A. was in part a tactic to rid Naziism of
its gay elements—many of which had,
ironically, helped contribute to its rise.
However, Rector carefully shows that
homosexuality had no more to do with
the dynamics of Naziism than did

heterosexuality.

The Nazi Extermination of Homosexuals does not try to set any group against
another in terms of degrees of suffering
at the hands of the Nazis. It does fill in a
chapter of the book of horrors that
made up the Nazi era—a chapter that,
for the sake of justice, has long needed
to see the light of day.
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Captain Kink

Worst Jokes Of 1981
Chosen By Captain
By CAPTAIN KINK
Greetings and hallucinations! The
holiday season is at last upon and that
means parties. What does one do at parties, aside from attacking the cheese dip
and playing himp the host? One tells
jokes of course.
For the past year I have been cruising
the bars for more than just a good lay,
and have collected the rudest, crudest
jokes that can be told. Rather than print
my favorite 25 jokes, an impossible task
at best, I have broken the list into categories and selected the best jokes in
each category. My criterion for selection were:
1. The joke mjut stand independently
from the comedian.
2. It must be at least somewhat offensive and shocking.
3. It must be short and to the point.
These jokes are rude, crude, offensive, often racist, sexist, and grossly disgusting. I hope you enjoy them.
Category 1 Helen Keller
1) Q: Why does Helen Keller masturbate
with one hand?
A: She moans with the other.
2) Q: Why did Helen Keller wear tight
pants?
A: So people could read her lips.
Category 2 Dead Baby
1) Q: What do you give a dead baby for
Christmas?
A: A dead Puppy.
2) Q: How do you get ten dead babies
into an eight quart jar?
A: La Machine.
Q: How do you get them out again?
A: Crazy straw.
Category 3 Rude
1) Q: What has 1,000 tits and flies?
A: The garbage truck at Roswell.
2) Q: What has 5,000 legs and can't walk?
A: The March ofDimes (or Jerry's kids, if
you prefer.)
Category 4 Gay
1) Q: What is the difference between a
gay man and a bowling ball?
A: You can get only three fingers into
a bowling ball.
2) There once was a gay from Khartoum
Who took a lesbian to his room
All of the night
They had a terrible fight
Deciding who would do what and to
whom.
Category 5 Local
1) Q: why did the Buffalo Bills draft Gary
Atti?
A: They needed a "long" kicker.
2) Q: What is the quickest way from
Africa to Poland?
A: The Kensington Expressway.
Category 6 Current Events
1) Q: What is Ronald Reagon's favorite
vegetable?
A: Jim Brady.
2) Q: What is black and white and getting whiter?
A: Atlanta.
Category 7 Music
1) Q: What is yellow and sleeps alone?
A: Yoko Ono
2) Q: Have you heard about John Lennon's new underground band?
A: He's been decomposing for

-

-

A: She jump starts her vibrator.
Category 10 Elephant
1) Q: What does an elephant use for a
vibrator?

A: An epileptic.
2) Q: What is the difference between an
elephant and an Italian grandmother?
A: About 48 pounds.
Category 11 Polish
1) Q: What does a Polish boy do after
sucking cock?
A: He spits out the feathers.
2) Q: Why do little Polish girls put fish in
their underwear?
A: So they can smell like big Polish
girls.
Category 12 Black
1) Q: What is black and bubbles and
scratches at glass?
A: A nigger in a microwave.
2) Q: Why don't black children play in
sandboxes?
A: Cats keep trying to cover them up.
...And the rudest joke of 1981 is...
There were three men standing in a
bar, each claiming to be the most perverse. The first man said, "I like to pour
brandy over my woman's pussy, strike a
match, and go down in flames." The
other two nodded in agreement as to his
perversity, but the second man said he
could top it.
"I like them young" he said, "about 12
or 13. I pull out their pubic hairs one by
one, then fuck them hard."
"That certainly is perverse" said the
thrid man, "but no one can top mc. I like
them young, real young, like about two
or three." The second man stared at him
and asked, ''What do you do with a two
year old?" "Well" he replied, "I go in
soft and then as I harden, I listen to their
bones crack."
Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year to you all,
The Captain

-

-

Second March On
Washington Planned

Lawsuit..,
Continued from page 1

Attorney Gardner's advice is, "if you
are talking with someone and they keep
trying to get you to be very specific as to
what you want to do; walk away. If they
aren't willing to accept some ofthe mystery of what could happen, chances are
they are a vice cop."
The police are supposed to have a
explicit proposition before they arrest.
This is not always the case however.
Many times a case is founded on very
nebulous conversation.
This is the one problem with the Loitering Statute; it is so vague as to what the
term "deviate sexual intercourse" really
means. With the Sodomy Law it was
spelled out in black and white, here it is
not.

On Trial
The trial itself was a varied scope of
people. Even Delaware District Councilman William Marcy was there.
Marcy stated that he was not against
gays being in the area, just the prostitutes. There was apparently some confusion as to which area, homosexuals or
prostitutes, was the topic of discussion
at the trial as far as Marcy was
concerned.
There was testimony from a local
apartment/hotel complex in the area
that none of its tenants has ever filed a
formal complaint about the North Street
situation. No official complaints could
be produced from any other area residents either.
Substantiating evidence was even
lacking for an apparent case of a 15*year-old that was "terrified to come out
of his house" after being approached in
the area, as stated by Vice Squad head
Captain Kenneth Kennedy in newspaper stories in recent months.
The overall tone of the hearing, was
that there is a link between the presence
of gays and prostitutes in any given area.
And then as soon as you get those two
elements, crime soon follows. There was
no evidence produced to prove this out.
It was pointed out that many in the
area feel safer just with the presence of
more people in the North Street area.
Anyone looking to break in to a building
would be deterred by the numbers of
people in the area.
The reports of crime on the North
Street is lower than many of the other
corners that are more heavily trafficed
by prostitutes. The incidence of gay
related crimes, while no exact figures
are available, are lower than non-gay
ones.

A call to mobilize for the National
March on Washington for Lesbian & Gay
Rights II was issued by the National
Organization of Lesbians and Gays
(NOLAG) at its coordinating committee Guilty
After stating that he didn't want
meeting, held in Minneapolis, MN. The
Uplinger to take his decision as "an
March wjll take place on May 2,1982.
offense to your kind," Judge Drury
The March was called to mobilize lesbians and gays and their supporters to found him guilty as charged. The sentresist the escalating attacks from the ence was a $100 fine and a probation of
one year. He was also admonished as far
Reagan Administration, the U.S. Conand
the far right. The demands of
gress
the March are:
Stop the Family Protection Act
Pass the National Gay Rights Bill
Stop the discriminatory immigration
WASHINGTON, D.C— The Gay
policy against lesbians and gays.
Rights National Lobby has announced
Pass S. 157 to allow Zenaida Rebultan, a Filipino Lesbian, to immigrate to that they now offer college and law
school students from around the counthe U.S.
Events leading up to the March will try an opportunity to serve as interns for
include both actions and lobbying on the Lobby, either in the National office
the local level. A major lobbying effort is in Washington, D.C, or in the West
Coast Regional Office in San Francisco.
also being planned for the nation's capimonths.
GRNL remains the only full-time
tal to coincide with the National March.
Category 8 Religion
national lobby at Congress for civil
The National March office will tempor1) Mary may have been a virgin, but
arily operate out of the GayCommunity rights for lesbians and gay men. In addiJesus was laid in the Manager.
tion to the positive goal of federal gay
Center in Washington, D.C.
2) Q: Did you know that they've
civil rights legislation, GRNL also works
selected the next Pope's name?
Contacts: Washington, DC Bea Roman to defeat anti-gay bills and amendments
202-785-3753 day; 703-532-3249 night as they arise.
A: George-Ringo.
Steve
Feminism
Andrews 202-296-9117.
Category 9
The GRNL internship program is open
New York Joyce Hunter 212-570-5199 to college students able to devote the
1) Q: What do you call a truckload of
day; 212-361-1584 night. Steve Ault 212dildoes?
equivalent in time of an academic
-499-8984
A: Toys for Twats.
semester to the program on a 2-5 day a
N.0.L.A.G., 1469 Church St. NW, week basis. Students may be able to
2) Q: How can you tell if a woman is
Macho?
Washington, D.C. 20005
receive academic credit for their work,

-
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Gay Lobby
Seeks Interns

as being a "good citizen" in the future.
"I think the judge tried to be fair," he
says, "but the old prejudices just won
out." He had decided before the decision that if he was found guilty, that he
would pursue the case. "Of course it is
for mc, but everyone else will benefit if
we can get the law declared unconstitu-

tional."

_.

Gay Consciousness Needed
Uplinger feels thatthere needs to be a
new sense of gay consciousness to help
combat incidents like his arrest. "Gays
need to respect the alternatives that
some people choose to express their
gayness," he says. "Too often you are
rntimadated into not being yourself in a
bar atmosphere. You don't want to be
seen going out the door with the wrong
person or asking someone to really go
'just for coffee,' for fear of what everyone else around will think."
"Gay bars make you feel like you are
under a microscope and have to be
extra careful as to what you do. It puts an
extra strain on you. The bars create an
unreal condition for relating to people
the way you really want to." He feels
that the streets are more real to those
that are out there. There is less chance to
peer pressure when you are not all confined in a small place.
"I have no character flaw called 'gay'
as far as I am concerned," he says, "I am
happy with who and what I am. People
have to realize though, that having disco
and bright lights doesn't mean you are
free."

Chances Are...
The possibilities of getting the law
declared unconsititutional are fairly
good when the case gets to the State
CJourt of Appeals.
It will be the same body that threw out
the Sodomy law last year and just
recently found the ban against topless
dancing to be an infringement upon
peoples freedom of speech. The court
has made many liberal decisions, even
in these Right Wing times.
How long this entire process will take
is anyone's guess. In the mean time the
Federal lawsuit has been placed on the
back burner.
The Federal case had been filed
because of the problems Attorney
Gardner had had with trying to get a
decision that he could appeal. He now
has that.
"I just hope that this information will
help gays realize that we are still considered second class citizens by the laws
on the books. Maybe even lower than
that," Uplinger says, "we are persecuted
and told we are bad just because we are
looking to find our own kind."
and the Lobby will arrange for evaluation and supervision in a way to meet
the individual needs of each student.
Interns are assigned to specific programs and/or staff members, depending on their interests, experience, and
mutaully agreed priorities.
GRNL

Executive

Director

Steve

Endean noted that the Lobby has
already utilized interns, both during the
summer and this fall.
Those interested in participating in
the GRNL Internship Program or wishing additional information, should contact Alan Fox, GRNL, P.O. Box 1892,
Washington, D.C. 20013 or call (202) 546-1801. Those who would prefer to work
in GRNL's West Coast Office, should
contact Kerry Woodward, 1080 Haight
Street, San Francisco, CA 94117, or call
(415) 864-6481.
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Fifth Freedom Columns:
For The Gay Community
By JOHN A. FAULRING, JR.
This column is a policy statement of
the type of columns that appear in THE
FIFTH FREEDOM. Many people ask mc,
or it usually gets back to mc second
hand, how and why the columns are
chosen to appear in the paper.
Up to this point in time all column
ideas that have been submitted in a
completed form have been accepted, as
long as they did not duplicate a current
topic.
If there isn't a column that doesn't
interest you, it is because I haven't been
told or it hasn't been submitted. If you
have any ideas, let mc know.

I hope to be able to add new column
topics in the future. We have even discussed having the columns run every
other month to give variety to the paper.
In order to do this we need to have more
writers on a regular basis. This will mean
that we need twice as many contributors
as we have now. Any would-be writers
out there?
At the same time, more printed material means more production cost. If you
know of any prospective advertisers, let
mc know and I will follow up on them.
There are many advertisers that are nongay owned and operated that are supporting us and seeing a return for their
advertising dollars.
And now to our current columnists:
SELections by Sam is one of the longest running columns in the paper. The
SEL in selections are Sam's initials. Sam
says it is one of the last vestiges of his
coming out experience that his full
name remains in the closet.
Sam has shared many of his coming
out experiences with readers and has
touched many with his tales of joy and
woe. His subjects are always his own
ideas, as all columnists are, and always
varied. He usually relates stories of constructive "gay activist" efforts at teaching "them" about "us."
He receives many letters from readers
that can empathize with him. Sam is a
stable and reliable contributor.
How Does Your Garden Grow by Bill
Hardy, is another "old faithful" as far as
our contributors go. Not that Bill is that
old, but his column has been around,
and so has Bill come to think of it.
Every month Bill finds words to describe the month thatcontinue to amaze.
They are all for real though, as is his
advice on growing, caring for and everything to do with plants, both indoors
and outdoors.
Interspersed with this solid advice is a
sense of humor that is Bill's alone. A
good laugh and good advice are always
to be found in HDYGG.
Bill had not appeared in the paper for
quite awhile and then he rejoined the
staff in October 1980. It's good to have
him back. If you have any questions
about plants, feel free to write to him
c/o the paper.
Media Watch by Rod Hensel, joined
THE FIFTH FREEDOM in September of
1980 and has been one of the best
columns as far as keeping the readers
informed on what is happening in the
world around us as gays.
Rod brought with him a background
of working in the newspaper field that
has been invaluable to the paper. He has
advised on the editorial content, making it a more professional paper from a
content standpoint and was THE reason
that the paper has taken on the professional look as far as typesetting is
concerned.
Media Watch covers all areas that
might carry news and compiles it in one
place and then gives a commentary that

helps us to understand a little better. I
guess you could call Rod the Walter
Cronkite of THE FIFTH FREEDOM.
Rod also writes feature stories periodically and gives critiques on what direction we will be taking, or should have
taken, as far as reaching more people
and being a more professional gay
paper.
Captain Kink by Captain Kink has
been one of the most controversial, but
popular, columns since he first
appeared last December.
In his columns he approaches subjects that may turn us off, turn us on,
disgust or do nothing for us. He looks at
what many consider the "darker side"
of sexuality, not just homosexuality. He
has broached many subjects that have
made people very mad, but his purpose
is to make us think and question the
realities of life around us.
The Captain is a mystery as to who he
is, but when people do find out, it
proves once again that stereotypes
don't always apply. That is what he is
trying to say: Don't judge a book by its
cover. Give people and things a chance
to be who and what they are.
This months subject matter will
undoubtedly be one of the most controversial to date. It is being printed in its
entirety with the hope that it will not
offend as much as provoke thoughts as
to the prejudices that Gays hold against
other minorities be they Black, Women,
etc. Letters on his column are more than
welcome and will be published. The
Captain also accepts questions or subject suggestions.

The Fifth Freedom Advisor, was
started as an adjunct to the Gay Hotline.
It takes some of the most frequently
asked questions from the phone and
puts them into print in hopes that more
people will be helped by the advice
given. The column is also open to letters
about problems or will answer questions that readers may have.
Since May of this year when it first
appeared, it has covered a very wide
range of subjects. The Advisor
researches the subject matter to present
as clear a picture as possible.
The Advisor wishes to keep their
identity a secret so people take the
advice on its own merits, not on who is
giving it. Much that is printed in the
column comes from public health sources, gay health guides or from sources
that are considered reliable on the subject matter. Once again, the column is
open to letters from readers.
Editors Edition by John A. Faulring, Jr.,
this column, also appeared for the first
time in May of this year. Its purpose is to
give mc the space to voice MY opinions
as a seperate statement from the policy
of Mattachine and THE FIFTH FREEDOM. This was. done in the hopes of
making the rest of the paper more journalistic in nature.
All of the columns only represent the
individuals opinions and DO NOT
reflect official policy. We give all sectors
of the community a chance to have a
voice within the pages of the paper.
The front of the paper states that we
are "A Publication For The Buffalo Gay
Community." This is what we try to be,
but we realize our limitations. Our
scope can be widened by more participation by gays at large. We are always
open to new people and ideas.
Back to Editors Edition. In this column
I try to vent my feelings, hang-ups and
air my gripes. In doing this I know I have
people who disagree with mc. Great!
That's what I want to achieve is a dialogue within these pages. If anyone

writes in to disagree with mc or any
other columnist, the letter will be
printed. Both sides now.
Editors Edition...what do you think?
The Aural Column by Joe Schuder 11,
also its debut in the May '80 issue. Many
people think that it is the "Oral
Column" when they hear it talked
about. Wrong!
It is a technical advice column for
those into good stereo equipment and
good sound reproduction. (Who says
we're not into that?) In it Joe advises on
how not to get burned when purchasing
what can be a very expensive part of our
surroundings.
The column has also approached the
subject of what we are subjected to
when we venture out into our favorite
bars as far as decibels of New Wave of
juke box jive.
Readers are asked to send in their
questions to Stump the Aural Column
care of the paper.
Out and About by Hanford W. Searle,
Jr., made its debut in August of this year.
It is here to give you a review of a recent
concert or event and a calendar of what
is coming up in the near future.
Hanford brings his experience from
various papers across the country, BILLBOARD, and The Buffalo Evening
News to the paper. His professional
views on the entertainment industry are
very insightful.
We hope to be able to have Hanford
due some in depth reporting on gays in
the entertainment field in the future,
both local and nationally.

The column will give information on
what has been accomplished thus far
and will include dates for fundraisers in

the future for your reference. Be sure to
read what's happening every month and
hopefully soon the center will be a

reality.

New Columns, that we hope to be
adding soon include a regular appearance of one written by a member of
Buffalo's Lesbian Community. We are
not sure if it will have a specific theme,
or will cover all aspects of Lesbian life.
It is my sincere hope that this explains
the how and why of our columns. You
may not agree with any or all of them,
but there are people who do. And each
and every one of you can have your own
mini-column by writing your feelings to
Letters To The Editor c/o the paper.
To agree is not the point of this paper.
It is to start dialogue and to keep it
going.
Read on and enjoy!

Works By Women
Sat. Dec. 12

Emma, the Buffalo Womens' Bookstore presents an evening of, WORKS
BY WOMEN: FILM, POETRY & MUSIC
Saturday, Dec. 12th 8 p.m. at the Unitarian Universalist Church, Elmwood &
W. Ferry Sts. admission $3. childcare
provided - funding, in part, provided by
the Arts Development Services - ADS
vouchers accepted.
The film..."Never Give Up" Imogen
Community Center Calendar, is the
most recent addition to the paper. It is Cunningham, 92 yr. old portrait
designed to keep everyone posted on photographer.
the progress towards the reopening of a
The poetry...readings by Jocelyn
Mull, Buffalo writer, singer, dancer, &
gay center in Buffalo.
It was felt that by having a montly teacher.
update, more people might read about
The music...words & sounds of
what is happening, and get involved. women composed & oriented music by
Members of the Gay and Lesbian the Rochester Womens' Community
Community Center Coalition (GLCCC) Chorus.
are writing the column. Their input the
Ca11...836-8970 (Tues. thru Sat. 11 to 7)
for more information.
paper is appreciated.
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Media of L.A., featured the firsttime use of blue and green laser beams
which enhanced rather than detracted
from the musical package.

Earth, Wind & Fire:
Professionals Always
BY HANFORD SEARL
Earth, Wind & Fire
Buffalo Memorial Auditorium
Wednesday - November 11
Tickets: $11, $10 (Festival East)
Rating: Five Bells
It was only appropriate that this 12
year old supergroup brought their 12-week, 40 U.S. city tour here Veterans
Day, being the refined, matured band
they are today.
The CBS recording artists left no
doubt this night that they're in the forefront of today's concert-going attractions in the world of music, proving
their abilities to successfully combine an
endless catalog ofhits with dazzling special effects and unique staging.
About 13,000 witnessed the band's
relentless energy, frm their supercharged opening sequence of a lasercreated eagle taken from their latest LP,
"Raise," to the closing finale pitting
leader Maurice White against a Darth
Vader-type character representing evil
incarnate in a "Star Wars" battle of pyrotechnics and lasser blasts.
The Chicago natives' first half portion
consisted of mostly recognizable hits,
namely "Surpentine Fire," "Can't Hide
Love," "Fantasy" and "I'll Write A Song
For You."
Overcoming early sound difficulties,
the nine-man band, supported by their
excellent brass section, easily transitioned into a mid-section, old hits
medley.

/

13, 2:30 p.m., Rudel conducts soprano
Bernice Bramson, tenor Joseph Evans,
baritone David Evitts and the Buffalo
Schola Cantorum in Handel's "Messiah," $8, $7 and $6; Dec. 17 and 18, 8:30
Heading for Europeon dates in FebruDec. 19, 2:30 and 8:30 p.m., Clark
p.m.,
Earth,
ary after their state-side schedule,
Suttle
conducts the Eglevsky Ballot
Wind & Fire have managed to transcene
in Tchaikovsky's "Nutcracker
Company
the commerciality of pop music with
$8, $7 and $6; Dec. 20, Suttle
Ballet,"
their earth-tone, space themed music, conducts the
Concert Choir of Holy
which can conjure up images f Egyptian
Lutheran
Church theme with
Trinity
pyramids or ghetto struggle.
Bachs'
Christmas Oratoria,"
complete
Involving fantasy, reality and sexuality
at 4 p.m., part II at 8 p.m., dinner
I
part
an ambiguous but powerful love theme available between parts, $7 for perforfor all, the popular group has mainmance, dinner $3, call the church at 886tained their lyrical content and solid -2400
for tickets; Dec. 31, New Year's Eve
musicianship necessary for staying
Gala
Concert and Dinner Dance, Conpower in the competitive, everductor,
program and prices to-bechanging music industry.
announced,
fund drive benefit.
Upcoming concerts, events and
Albright-Knox Art Gallery: Three
places-to-sec:
Harvey & Corky Productions: Dec. 8, exhibitions continue through Jan. 3, The
Genesis, the Aud., 8 p.m., $9.50 and World of Donald Evans, Joseph Piccillo's
$8.50; Dec. 9, J. Geils Band with an open- drawings on canvas and paper and Figing act to-be-announced, Kleinhans ures: Forms and Expressions. Free
Music Hall, 8 p.m., $9.50 and $8.50; Dec. admittance to the world-reknowned
10, U2, Uncles Sams, 9 p.m. $4 advance gallery at 1285 Elmwood Aye., donations
and $5 at the door; Jan. 12-17, "Sugar requested at the door. Hours 10 a.m.-5
Babies," Sheas Buffalo Theatre, 8 p.m. p.m., Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and
Jan. 12-15,4 and 8 p.m. Jan. 16 and 2 and Saturdays; 10 a.m.-10 p.m., Wednesdays, noon-5 p.m. Sundays. The Garden
7 p.m. Jan. 17; $10-17.
Festival East: Dec. 1, Black Sabbath, Restaurant is open daily for lunch.
Benjamin's Art Gallery: at 419 Elmthe Aud. 7:30 p.m., $11 and $9.50.
Buffalo Philharmonic: All at Klein- wood Aye., "Annual Christmas Show"
hans Music Hall unless otherwise noted. featuring work by Dali, Erie, Barnet and
Dec. 4, 9:30 a.m. open rehearsal, $3, Peter Max. Open Mondays-Saturdays,
Dec. 5, 8:30 p.m. and Dec. 6, 2:30 p.m., 10 a.m.-5:
Rudel conducts mezzo soprano Regina 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m., Sundays 1-5 p.m.
Sarfaty, tenor George Shirley and narraDowntown Merchants Assoc:
tor Richard Thomas with the Men's Annual special window displays of aniChorus Buffalo Schola Cantorum feat- mated Christmas settings in the downuring Schubert, Hanson and Stravinsky town business district.
works $10.50, $8.50,* $7, $4.50; 22nd
Festival of Lights: Annual Christmas
annual Dec. 12, free Christmas concert display at the Wintergarden in Niagara
2:30 p.m. at the Buffalo Savings Bank Falls, N.Y. Open 10 a.m.-11 p.m. daily.
downtown; Dec. 12, 8:30 p.m. and Dec. Free.

Laser

Out and About

Rahm Lee Michael Davis on fugle
horn, keyboardist Larry Dunn and bassist Roland Bautista captured flowing
jazz styles during a joint solo venture
preceeding "After The Love Is Gone"
and the lengthy hits segment.
"Shining Star," "Devotion," "Gratitude" and the band's self-described
universal anthem, "That's The Way of
the World" comprised standout efforts
during the memorable hits medley.
"Changing Times" and "Rock That,"
taken from the newest LP, underscored
new directions for the band into semirock, new wave influences with Bautista
executing remarkable guitar riffs, at
times playing with his teeth.
"Boogie Wonderland" and "September" finalized Earth, Wind & Fire's
musical impact, followed by thatclosing
encounter with the threatening symbol
on instrumental "Jupiter" and encre
"Let's Groove Tonight."
Maurice White's vocals and Phillip
Bailey's soaring tenor falsettos have
gracefully matured while drummer
Freddie White's percussive drive and
bassist Verdine White's push have been

refined.

Again choreographed by George Faison of "The Wiz" fame, the group's twopronged stage ramps and elevated
platforms afforded maximum visual
movement for the colorfully outfitted
band. Their costumes were a mix of
celestial Indian patterns, soul beads and
new wave styles.
The varied special effects, created by
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Monogamy: Is It
For Everyone?
Dear FFA,
Since your sex life is "wonderful and
My lover and I have know each other
for almost a year. During that time I had fulfilling" I wonder why you feel a need
friends with whom I had occasional sex. to go outside the relationship. Are you
They never meant anything more than after something he cannot or will not
casual sex partners.
give you.
A few months ago we decided that
both of us loved each other very much
and started to live together as lovers. He
told mc that he wanted a monogamous
How do you feel about HIM having
relationship and that the thought of mc sex with other guys? If you have an open
having sex with someone else would be relationship you must be prepared to
shattering. As I think abut this now, it is accept that you are not the only one
very hard to keep this promise.
having sex with others. Will your own
I don't want to hurt my lover and most feelings toward him change? Can you
ofall I don't want to lose him. Our love is accept his doing with others what he
the most important thing in my life.
does with you?
Our sex life is wonderful and very fulfilling but as I have not been out too
long I really don't know how to handle
the idea of a closed relationship.
Please do not assume there will be no
I don't understand why my having sex
occasionally with other people would change in his attitude. Time has a way of
altering feelings and attitudes. Hiding
hurt our relationship??
I forsee not change in my lovers atti- your own true feelings is very dangeous
tude so I will have to hide my true feel- as it can cause tension and a resentment
ings. I won't do anything to endanger which may become an underlying for
our relationship. He is my only difficulties in your relationship.
happiness.
Sign mc,
The best advice I can offer is to talk
One Love
and honestly with your lover.
openly
Dear One Love,
there might be a compromise
Possibly
The question of whether to have an
both accept. Do either of you
can
you
closed
is
one
that
relationship
open or
has caused many problems for gay cou- have a fetish area the other cannot fulples. If you ask one hundred couples fill? Maybe this could become an area
how they feel toward sex outside of where you could both go outside the
their relationship, you will get at least relationship.
one hundred different answers, for
some gay couples, outside sex can be a
Please keep one thing in the back of
positive activity that helps in the relationship with their lover. For others, your mind. In all relationships there is
outside sex can become destructive, always the possibility that outside influleading to problems which may destroy ences may harm or destroy what you
them. Each couple has to decide which feel for each other. Be sure you are both
very secure in each others love before
works best for them.
said
had
sex you share your bodies with others. You
you
In your letter you
before you moved in with your lover, may be giving away a lot more than you
was he aware of it? If so, did you ever planned.
discuss how each of you felt about
monogamy??
Ask the advice of other people what
they feel about open relationships, but
You seem to be very much in love be sure and look closely at the success or
with him and I assume he loves you very failures of their own love lives before
much. Some people consider sex as an you take their answers as your own.
expression of their love and it is possible
that your lover may be one who fels this
Good luck with your lover and try to
way. He may be afraid that if you can
remember
that there is NOTHING
offer sex to others without any meaning
with
wrong
living happily ever after.
then you might not really mean anyThey do it all the time in fairy tales.
thing when you offer it to him.
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LUNCHEON SPECIALS DAILY
Monday - Friday 11:30-2 p.m.
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DINNER/LATE NITE SNACKS
$1.99

*Wednesday- Spaghetti Night
inc. spaghetti, meatballs, garlic bread
*Saturday- $2.99 Dinner Special
*Sunday- Champagne Brunch 11-3 p.m.

HAPPY HOUR

Monday through Friday
4:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m.
Hor doeuvres- Well Drinks-$1 and 50<F Drafts
CLAM BAR On Fridays
$1.75 per Dozen- Raw or Steamed
(limited supply)
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Lotions & Potions. A fresh idea that is taking Buffalo by
storm. Lotions, creams, cleansers and shampoos made from
beautiful ingredients from the Earth. Essential perfume oils, too.
—Over one hundred scents. Packaged in no-nonsense, refillable
containers. Delights for the body, picked fresh from Lotions &
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How Does Your Garden Grow

How To Get The

Galactic Glitters
By BILL HARDY
Seasons greetings and a delightfully
divine December to each and everyone
of you. Yes, it's that time of the year to
decorate the house, the tree, bake cookies, dress warmly and travel from store
to store rubbing elbows with all those
happy holiday shoppers. I know, I know.
Those shoppers don't look all that
happy. In fact the majority of them look
as if they just found out 15 minutes ago,

that the Snickers bar they ate one hour
ago was condemned and recalled
because of large quantities of maggots
in the peanuts. Despite the glowering
looks, the pushing, shoving and downright rudeness of them, they are happy.
They have to be. At least I try to convince myself of this. After all, it's
Christmas!
Many of those holiday shoppers will
be out searching for that right gift for

BLUE BOY'S
520 Niagara Street
Niagara Falls,

N.Y.

284-0152
SPECIALS DAILY
7-10 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
7-closing
SUNDAY
2-closing
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REFRESHMENTS

you. Some of them may give you one of
the many flowering plants available at
this time of the year. Or you may want to
brighten things up a bit around the
house or apartment yourself with a
colorful addition to your chlorophyllated collection of carbon units.
The first and foremost, always associated with Christmas is the poinsettia.
Beautiful red, pink, white or a combo
pink-white flower will give you a splash
of color anywhere. They are the longest
blooming winter plant, keeping their
color anywhere from 3-6 months, occassionally right through the summer.
They need the brightest light available, daytime temperature in the 70's and
nighttime temperatures around 55-65.
Avoid drafts, hot or cold, and overwatering. Keep the soil lightly moist. Dr.
Joel R. Poinsett didn't realize what he
was starting when he brought the poinsettia to the states from Mexico in 1830.
Christmas Cactus, is another seasonal
beauty. Originally from Central and
South America its natural tendency to
bloom late in the year made it a natural
for a Christmas plant. They do best in the
brightest light, temperatures about 65
and lightly moist soil. Misting the plant
will help the buds from drying out.
Incidentally, if you have plants from
last Christmas of either poinsettia or
Christmas cactus don't expect any
bloom from them for the holidays this
year. They both need about 14 hours of
total darkness and cool temperatures at
night, beginning in October. If you
started the process now, you'd have
blooms by the end of February. But
more on forcing blooms in next Octobers column.
There are many other flowering
plants that will ad a festive splash to your
home, among them, amaryllis, gloxinia
and chrysanthemum. (It seems that
mums are around for every season).
If you want something a little different, why not try a Christmas pepper or a
Jerusalem cherry. The Christmas pepper
actually is an edible pepper, but a very,

-

-
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The Jerusalem Cherry looks like a
pepper plant, but it isn't. It does produce a brilliant red fruit which looks like
a cherry and was thought to have come
from the Holy Land, hence the "Jerusalem." It actually came for the Madiera
Islands. The fruit is inedible but the
bright red contrast with the green
foliage makes it very Christmassy
indeed.
Both of these plants need very bright
light, and like a moist soil, and moist air.
A daily misting will do wonders. They
can be kept from year to year with little
trouble. Pinch the new growth to promote a compact shape during the
summer and early fall, and fertilize with
a 10-20-10 or similar high phosphorus
combination. You can even save the
seeds from the fruits and start more.
When they are fully ripe, remove from
the plant, cut them open and remove
the seeds. Let them dry out thoroughly
and store until you are ready to plant
them.
Well there you have a few tips on holiday plants. I hope you all get what your
heart desires under your tree, or whatever else you want it. My hearts desire is
about 62" and looks just like Tom Selleck. Oh hell, let it BE Tom Selleck! I'll
take his Magnum anytime.
So until next month, next year, do
have a magnificently moving, spiritually
sparkling and galactically glittering Holiday. In other words, Merry Christmas
and a very Happy New Year.
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very hot little number. However I
wouldn't eat any from a new plant purchased at a florist or greenhouse,
because who knows what has been
sprayed on them.
The plants only grow about 6 to 12"
tall and produces vividly colored fruits
about V2-I" long. The colors of the fruit
as they ripen, range from dark green, to
cream, to a purplish red to orange and
red. Sometimes all of these colors will
appear at the same time giving the
appearance of a fully decorated minia-
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SHOW DATES: December 3, 4, 5,6, & 10,11,12,13
CURTAIN TIME: 8:30 p.m.
TICKETS: $4, $5, $6, Students & Senior Citizens $3
Group Rates Available
RESERVATIONS: SS6-SlOO, Ext. 250 or 389
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GAY DIRECTORY OF BUFFALO
A.A. FOR GAY MEN AND WOMEN, Tel. 853-0388. Meets twice-a-week: Wednesday at 8:30
p.m., Shoreline Apts., 210 Niagara; Fridays, 8;30
p.m., Ascension Church, corner Linwood and
North. For phone contact, call number above
and ai.k for a member of the gay group, or write:
Open Mind Group, P.O. Box 395, Ellicott Station,
Buffalo, N.Y. 14205.

INFORMATION & ASSISTANCE
THE CAY HOTLINE: Tel. 881-5335. Counseling
help with gay life, information on the gay com-

munity. Staffed by traned volunteers of The Mattachine Society. Hours: 6 to 10 Daily; all day on
Friday.

SUNSHINE HOUSE CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER: Tel. 831-3646. Assists persons having emo-

GAY PEOPLE'S ALLIANCE (GPA), 311 Squire Hall,
State University of New York at Buffalo, 3435
Main St. Office hours Monday-Friday, 10 a.m. to
8:30 p.m. Sponsors coffee house each Friday at
9 p.m. in 107 Townsend Hall (when school is in
session.) Formerly Gay Liberation Front (GLF).

tional, family and drug related problems.
Emergency outreach services, information and
referral. Emergency over-night housing. Open
24 hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week.

PUBLICATIONS

STUDENT ASSOCIATION FOR GAY EXPRESSION (SAGE), 118 Cassety Hall, State University
College at Buffalo, 1300 Elmwood Aye. Tel. 878-6316. Organization for gay men and Lesbians at
Buffalo State College. Office hours MondayFriday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Business meetings Friday
3 to 4 p.m. Social hour, Tuesday 12:15 to 1:30 p.m.

THE FIFTH FREEDOM, P.O. Box 155, Ellicott Station, Buffalo, N.Y. 14205. Tel: 881-5335. Volunteers needed to work on the paper, including

writers, artists, graphics people and photographers. Press releases, public notices and arti-

cles for publication may. be submitted to the
address above. Deadline the 20th of the month.
Published the first week of each month. Advertising rates on request.

DIGNITY/BUFFALO, P.O. Box 75, Ellicott Station,
Buffalo, N.Y. 14205. Tel. 874-4139. An organization for gay Catholics and Christians.

ORGANIZATIONS

METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH OF
BUFFALO (MCC), P.O. Box 4183, Kenmore
Branch, Buffalo, N.Y. 14217. Tel. 875-3099. Rev. H.
"Buff" Fisher. Worship services every Sunday 3
p.m. at the Unitarian Universalist Church, Elmwood and West Ferry Streets. A Christian Ecumenical Church for the Lesbian and gay
community.

MATTACHINE SOCIETY OF THE NIAGARA
FRONTIER, INC., P.O. Box 155, Ellicott Station,
Buffalo, N.Y. 14205. Tel. 881-5335. Meetings held
the first and third Sundays of each month at the
Unitarian Universalist Church, Elmwood at West
Ferry. Pot Luck supper at 6:30 p.m. Meeting at
7:30 p.m. All welcome.

NICKEL CITY LEATHER/LEVI CLUB, P.O. Box 897,
Ellicott Station, Buffalo, N.Y. 14205. Write for
more information.

GAY PROFESSIONALS (G.P.),*PO. Box 624, Buffalo, N.Y. 14209. Tel. Tom Hammond, 842-2750.
An Organization to provide support for gay people in the professions and those who seek a confidential place to meet new friends. Open to all
gay men and women.

TRANSVESTITE SUPPORT GROUP, P.O. Box 155,
Ellicott Station, Buffalo, N.Y. 14205. Tel. 881-5335.
Attn: Tina or Angie. Social and counseling group
for gay and non-gay cross dressers. Send selfaddressed envelope for personal reply. Phone
number will get confidential return call.

GAY RIGHTS FOR OLDER WOMEN (GROW),
Tel. 836-8970. Contact EMMA Bookstore at the

number above for further information.

COUNTRY FRIENDS, P.O. Box 106, Clarence
Center, N.Y. 14032. Gay women's social group
which meets outside the city. Women of all ages
welcome.

NEW YOUR STATE GAY/LESBIAN CONFERENCE, SYRACUSE CHAPTER. Meeting second
Thursday of every month. Visitors welcome. For
furthe information: Tel. (315) 475-6866 (8 a.m.-5
p.m. weekdays) or write: P.O. Box 92, Syracuse,
N.Y. 13201.
GAY AWARENESS ORGANIZATION (GAO),
State University of New York at Fredonia, Fredonia, N.Y. 14063. An organization for gay and
bisexual students, faculty, staff and area residents. Meets Sundays at 5 p.m., Room S-125
Campus Center.

BOOKSTORES
EMMA FEMINIST BOOKSTORE, 2474 Main St.
Buffalo, N.Y. (at Greenfield Street). Tel. 836-8970.
Feminist and gay books.
TALKING LEAVES, 3144 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.
Tel. 837-8554. Gay periodicals, Gay novels, books

of general interest.

CARD SHOP
CORNUCOPIA, 569 Delaware Aye. near Allen
St., Buffalo, N.Y. Tel. 886-8664. Assorted greeting

cards and notes.

BARS AND RESTAURANTS

ALLEN RESTAURANT, 16 Allen St., Buffalo, N.Y.
Tel. 881-0586.

BUNKHOUSE, 563 Delaware
Buffalo, N.Y. Tel. 881-2425.

Aye. at

Allen St.,

CITY LIGHTS, 729 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y. Tel.
856-5630.

DOMINQUE'S, 20 Allen St., Buffalo, N.Y. Tel.
886-8694.

Fifth Freedom

WANT ADS

M.C. COMPTON'S, 1239 Niagara St. near Breckenridge, Buffalo, N.Y. Tel. 886-8751.

ME AND MY ARROW, 274 Delaware Aye., Buf-

$2 for first 15 words, 10-cents each additional word. Send to FIFTH FREEDOM, falo, N.Y. Tel. 856-3291.
P.O. Box 155, Ellicott Station, Buffalo, New York 14205.
tavern with Apartment,
BEGINNING ASTROLOGY,
Class Starting: For More
Information Call 836-8970.
APARTMENT FOR RENT:
Allentown, 1 Bedroom, Furnished $200 Includes Utilities. Near Friendly Bars.
Security Deposit Required.
881-5999

ROLLER SKATING PARTY
Dec. 14, at United Skates Of
America, 1515 Niagara Falls
Blvd. From 7:30-10:30 To
Benefit The Gay Center.
Tickets Available At The
Door.

GAY HOTLINE Is There When
You Need !t Goint ut of
ACTBninririi chart*
Town and Need Information?
Calcula on & mterpretat.on. Hea|th Advjce? Someone To
Talk To? What's Happening?
ki
tsBl-bjys.
ble.
Ca)| Us! 61Q Daj y AN Day
RESPONSIBLE, RELIABLE Friday. 881-5335.
Young Man (18) Seeking
Immediate Employment. HOTLINE COUNSELORS
Have 3 years College Educa- Nee(je d for Next Training
tion. Occupations In Design, Session starting Early FebruFashion, Interiors, Art, Food, ary. Get On The Waiting List
Business. Law, and Music are Now Ca ll The Hotline And
of Special Interest. Posses sign Up Now. 881-5335.
Some Experience In Related
5" '00 S
Ads
HFTH FREE OM
Houseboy Work! You're Reading This
SIONAL Live-out u
Is Also Desirable. All Offers Aren't You? Call 881-5335 To
Will Be Seriously Considered. P aCe Your Ad Today!
Am Very Intelligent Creative,
Articulate And Industrious. SUppO RT OUR ADVERTISan
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TRANSVESTITE SUPPORT Garafe nd Yard j Ga Y BusiGROUP Now Forming. neSSffop p 7 years^wn^r etl"
Anyone Interested In Cross ng reasonable Asking
Niagara Falls 1-282~
Dressing And Being With
Others Who Like To Do The rf?'
A#iu
Mmiem
MEETING
Same, Please Write: Tina or MATTACHINE
Angie c/o The Paper. If You P ec2o WiN Be Held At The
Recl uest A Written Reply Westbr k Station Meeting
Please Include A Stamped Room> °°
695 Delaware Aye. It
Wi
e
R
A Christmas Party,
Self-addressed Envelope.
Phone Number Will Get A °Pen To Everyone. Bring
Your Fav ri *e Potluck Dessert
Confidential Return Call.l
° Mattachine Will
To Share.
GAY WEDDING CEREMONY Supply a NON-Alcoholic
Have A Wedding Ceremony Punch, Wine a*id Beer. Party
That Is All Your Own. Individ- Begins At 7:30 p.m. Hope To
ual Service Written With Your See You There!
Thoughts, Ideas, Songs and GAY PARENTS Support
Poestry. Not A Legal Docu- Group Now Forming. Gay
ment, But A Way To Say I Love Parents Need To Form A
You. Call John at 886-2590 For Group To Discuss The ProbDetails.
lems Of Being Gay and HayChildren. All Replies
VoM For
i-or Answered. Write: jack c/o
BUFFALQ
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PEN PALS WANTED By Male. CAYS
Groun Now
Write: George Heath, JB, Erie Forming
We Need
County Holding Center, 10 The Love
6 Aye Buffa,
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VILLA CAPRI, 926 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y. Tel.
886-9469.

THE WESTBROOK STATION, 675 Delaware Aye.
at North St., Buffalo, N.Y. Tel. 884-1100.

BATHS
CLUB AMHERST, 44 Almeda St., Amherst, N.Y.
Tel. 835-6711.
MORGAN BATHS, 655 Main St. Buffalo, N.Y Tel
852-2153.
OUT OF TOWN BARS

BLUE BOY'S, 520 Niagara St., Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Tel. 284-0152.

ITSY-BITSY LOUNGE, 1149 Michigan
gara Falls, N.Y. Tel. 282-9717.

Aye.,
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BIG MIKE'S CAFE, 201 Winsor St., Jamestown,
N.Y. Tel. 483-9267.
LIZZY BORDON'S, 3412 w. 12th St., Erie, Pa. Tel.
(814) 833-4360.
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